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I. INTRODUCTION
In August 1979, we anticipated that NASW-3087 would come to an end,
and we submitted a .report (No. 31219-6013-RU-00) entitled "Final Report".
It turned out that NASW-3087 was extended to September 30, 1982, and the
present "Final Report" covers the period October 1979 through September 1982.
This second contractual period was an extremely busy and productive
one. The TRW investigators (Scarf, Greenstadt, Fredricks, Taylor) published
a very large number of space science research papers, and in almost all cases
these papers involved correlative multi-spacecraft studies that were supported
in part by NASW-3087. Thus, the main part of our Final Report consists of
a tabulation of these research papers (Section II).
We also include as Section III copius of our regular Quarterly Progress
Reports for the second contractual period.
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II. SPACE SCIENCE RESEARCH PAPERS
Scientific Papers Published
Scientific Papers In-Press
Abstracts of Oral Presentations
ORIQINAI_ PACE IT
OF POOR QUALITY
SCIEN7IF1C PAPERS PUBLISHED
(October 1979 through September 1982)
F. L. SCARF
Electrostatic Waves in the Jovian Magnetosphere (W.S. Kurth, D.D. Barbosa, and
D.A. Gurnett, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 7, 61, 1980.
Spatial and Temporal Studies of Jovian Kilometric Radiation (W.S. Kurth and
D.A. Gurnett, 1st and 2nd authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 7, 61, 1980.
The Structure of the Jovian Magnetotail from Plasma Wave Observations (D.A. Gurnett
and W.S. Vurth, 1st and 2nd authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 7, 53, 1980.
Correlated Whistler and Electron Plasma Oscillation Bursts Detected on ISEE-3
(C.F. Kennel, F.V. Coroniti, R.W. Fredricks, D.A. Gurnett, and E.J. Smith,
1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, & 6th authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 7, 129, 1980.
Pioneer-Venus Plasma Wave Observations: The Solar Wind-Venus Interaction
(W.W.L. Taylor, C.T. Russell, and R.C. Elphic, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors),
J. Geophys. Res., 85, 7599, 1980.
Lightning on Venus: 0 ►•biter Detection of Whistler Signals (W.W.L. Taylor,
C.T. Russell, and L.H. Brace, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), J. Geophys. Res., 85,
8158, 1980.
The Solar Wind Interaction with Venus: Pioneer Venus Observations of Bow Shock
Location and Structure (J.A. Slavin, R.C. Elphic, C.T. Russell, J.H. Wolfe,
J.D. Mihalov, D.S. Intriligator, L.H. Brace, H.A. Taylor, Jr., and
R.E. Daniell, Jr., 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, Rth, 9th, & 10th authors),
J. Geophys. Res., 85, 7625, 1930.
Parametric Interaction and Spatial Collapse of Beam-Driven Langmuir Waves in
the Solar Wind (D.A. Gurnett, J.E. Maggs, D.L. Gallagher, and W.S. Kurth,
=t	 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), J. Geophys. Res., 86, 8833, 1981.
Dynamic Variations Observed in Thermal and Superthermal Ion Distributions in
the Dayside Ionosphere of Venus (H.A. Taylor, Jr., R. E. Daniell, R. E. Hartle,
H.C. Brinton, and S.J. Bauer, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th authors), Advances
in Space Research, Vol. 1, p. 247 (Great Britain), 1981.
Measurements of Plasma Wave Spectra in Jupiter's Magnetosphere (D.A. Gurnett
and W.S. Kurth, 2nd & 3rd authors), J. Geophys. Res., 86, 8181, 1981.
Determination of Jupiter's Electron Density Profile from Plasma Wave Observations
(D.A. Gurnett, W.S. Kurth, R.R. Shaw, and R.L. Poynter, 1st, 3rd, 4th, &
5th authors), J. Geophys. Res., 86, 8199, 1981.
r-2-	 ORIGINAL PAVE is
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i
Broadband Electrostatic Noise and Field-Algined Currents in Jupiter's Middle
Magnetosphere (D.D. Barbosa, W.S. Kurth, D.A. Gurnett, and N.F. Ness, 1st,
3rd, 4th, and 5th authors), J. Geophys. Res., 86, 8357, 1981.
Voyager Observations of Jupiter's Distant Magnetotail (W.S. Kurth, D.A. Gurnett,
R.L. Poynter, J.D. Sullivan, and H.S. Bridge, 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th & 6th
authors), J
	 Geophys. Res., 86, 8402, 1981.
Non-Local Plasma Turbulence Associated with Interplanetary Shocks (C.F. Kennel,
F.V. Coroniti, E.J. Smith, and D.A. Gurnett, 1st, 3rd, 4th, & 5th authors),
J.	 Geophys.
	 Res., 87, 17, 1982.
Plasma Waves Near Saturn: 	 Initial Results from Voyager 1 (D.A. Gurnett and
W.S. Kurth, 1st & 2nd authors), Science, 212, 235, 1981.
An Upper Bound to the Lightning Flash Rate in Jupiter's Atmosphere (D.A. Gurnett,
W.S. Kurth, R.R. Anderson, and R.R. Shaw, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, & 5th authors),
Science, 213, 684, 1981.
Energetic Electrons and Plasma Waves Associated with a Solar Type III Radio
Burst (R.P.	 Lin, D.W. Potter, and D.A. Gurnett, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd authors),
Astrophysical Journal, 251, 336, 1981.
i^
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1C	 Kennel,
'^Jupiter and lo:	 A Binary Magnetosphere (r.V. Coroniti, 	 . rr.  and	 =
D.A. Gurnett, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), Vistas in Astronomy, 25, 263, 1982.
The Distant Bow Shock and Magnetotail of Venus: 	 Magnetic Field and Plasma
Wave Observations (C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, and R.C. Elphic, 1st, 2nd,
& 3rd authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 8, 843, 1981.
Plasma Wave Turbulence at Planetary Bow Shocks:
	
Saturn, Jupiter, Earth, and
Venus (D.A. Gurnett and W.S. Kurth, 2nd & 3rd authors), Nature, 292, 747, 1981.
Narrowband Electromagnetic Emissions from Saturn's Magnetosphere (D.A. Gurnett
and W.S. Kurth, 1st & 2nd authors), Nature, 292, 733, 1981.
J
The Control of Saturn's Kilometric Radio Emission by Dione (W.S. Kurth and
D.A. Gurnett, 1st & 2nd authors), Nature, 292, 742, 1981.
Detection of Jupiter Tail Phenomena Upstream from Saturn (W.S. Kurth, D.A. Gurnett,
H.S. Bridge, and J.D. Sullivan, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, & 5th authors), Nature, 292,
j 585, 1981.
The Venus Ionopause Current Sheet: 	 Thickness, Length Scale and Controlling
Factors
	
(R.C.	 Elphic, C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, and L.H. Brace, 	 1st, 2nd,
3rd, & 5th authors), J. Geophys. Res., 86, 11,430, 1981.
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The Structure of Titan's Wake from Plasma Wave Observations (D.A. Gurnett and
W.S. Kurth, 1st & 3rd authors), J. Geophys. Res., 87, 1395, 1982.
Voyager-2 Plasma Wave Observations at Saturn (D.A. Gurnett, W.S. Kurth, and
R.L. Poynter, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), Science, 215, 587, 1982.
Magnetic Field and Plasma Wave Observations in a Plasma Cloud at Venus
f (C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, R.C. Elphic, and L.H. Brace, 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
& 5th authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 9, 45 9 1982.
4
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Whistler Mode Turbulence in the Disturbed Solar Wind (F.V. Coroniti, C.F. Kennel,
and E.J. Smith, 1st, 2nd, & 4th authors), J. Geophys. Res., 87, 6029, 1982.
r
E. W. GREENSTADT
m ,
Solar Wind Control of Daytime, Midperiod, Geomagnetic Pulsations (R.L. McPherron
	 -
and K. Takahashi, 2nd & 3rd authors), J. G•somag. & Geoelect., 32, SII 89, 1980.
Whistler Mode Wave Propagation in the Solar Wind Near the Bow Shock (R.W. Fredricks,
	 h
A.C.T. Russell, F.L. Scarf, R.R. Anderson, and D.A. Gurnett, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 56h,
& 6th authors), J. Geophys. Re.., 86, 4511, 1981.
Upstream Hydromagnetic Waves and Their Association with Backstreaming Ion
Populations: ISEE 1 and 2 Observations (M. Hoppe, C.T. Russell, L.A. Frank,
	 7
and T.E. Eastman, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), J. Geophys. Res., 86, 4471,
1981.
ISEE -1 and -2 Observations of Interplanetary Shocks (C.T. Russell, 1st author),
in Solar Wind Four, ed. H. Rosenbauer, pp 191-198 (MPI fUr Astronomy, Liidau),
1981.
Upstream Particle Spatial Gradients and Plasma Waves (G.K. Parks, C.S. Wu,
C.S. Lin, A. St-Marc, R.P. Lin, K.A. Anderson, C. Gurgiolo, B. Mauk, H. Reme,
R. Anderson, and T. Eastman, 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th,
11th, & 12th authors), J. Geophys. Res., 86, 4343, 1981.
Plasma Wave Le,.els and IMF Orientations Preceding Observations of Interplanetary
Shocks by ISEE-3 (F.L. Scarf, C.F. Kennel, E.J. Smith, and R.W. Fredricks,
2nd, 3rd, 4th, & 5th authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 9, 668, 1982.
Large-Amplitude Magnetic Variations in Quasi-Parallel Shocks: Correlation
Lengths Measured by ISEE 1 and 2 (M.M. Hoppe and C.T. Russell, 2nd & 3rd
authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 9, 781, 1982.
R. W. FREDRICKS
Correlated Whistler and Electron Plasma Oscillation Bursts Detected nn ISEE-3
(C.F. Kennel, F.L. Scarf, F.V. Coroniti, D.A. Gurnett, and E.J. Smith, 1st,
2nd, 3rd, 5th, & 6th authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 7, 129, 1980.
N.	
Waves in Space Plasmas Program (W.W.L. Taylor, 2nd author), in Effect of the
Ionosphere on Radiowave Systems, Ed. by J. Goodman, F. Clarke, an J. Aarons,
p. 638-544 U.S. Gov't Printing Off., Wash., D.C.), 1981.
Subsatellite Studies of Wave, Plasma and Chemical Injections from Spacelab
(D.S. Shawhan and J.L. Burch, 1st & 2nd authors), AIAA Rep. 82-0085, 1982.
Ff
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W. W. L. TAYLOR
Rocket Observations at the Northern Edge of the Eastward Electrojet (L.J. Cahill,
Jr., and R.L. Arnoldy, 1st & 2nd authors), J. Geophys. Res., 85, 3407, 1980.
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SCIENTIFIC PAPERS IN-PRESS
(As of Septe ,;iber 1982)
a
F. L. SCARF
j
Pioneer Venus Observations of Plasma and Field Structure in the Near Wake of
Venus (J.G. Luhmann, C.T. Russell, L.H. Brace, H.A. Taylor, W.C. 	 Knudsen,
D.S. Colburn, and A. Barnes, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, & 8th authors),
submitted to J. Geophys. Res., September 1981. ti
{
Observations of Energetic Ions Near the Venus Iinopause (W.T. Kasprzak,
H.A. Taylor, L.H. Brace, and H.B. Niemann, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors),
submitted to Planetary and Space Science, January 1982.
h
a Disappearing Ionospheres on the Nightside of Venus (T.E. Cravens, L.H. Brace,
r_
	 Jr.	 r r
	 Russel	 1.	 1 	 Knudsen, K.L. 	 ll	 r	 BarnesH.A.	 Idylor',	 ,	 A•.1 .	 UJJCI l, 	 W . L.	 IVIU c  	 M7 r ^e^ , nA •	 vu. n..^,
J.D. Mihalov, S.J. Quenon, and A.F. Nagy, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th5
7th 5 8th 5 10th, & 11th authors), submitted to Venus (Univ. of Arizona Press),
1981.
PVO Observations of the Entry of the Shocked Solar Wind into the Venus Wake
(H. Pgrez-de-Tejada and D.S.
	
Intr •iligator, 1st & 2nd authors), submitted
to Geophys. Res. Lett., February 1982.
Detection of Non-Thermal Continuum Radiation in Saturn's Magnetosphere (W.S. Kurth,
J.D. Sullivan, and D.A. Gurnett, 1st, 3rd, & 4th authors), submitted to
Geophys. Res. Lett., March 1982,
Plasma Turbulence in the Downstream Ionosheath of Venus (D.S. Intriligator,
1st author), submitted to Geophys. Res. Lett., March 1982.
The Electrical Activity of the Atmosphere of Venus (L.V. Ksanfomality and
W.W.L. Taylor, 1st & 3rd authors), submitted to Venus (Univ. of Arizona Press),
April 1982.
Lightning Activity on Jupiter (W.J. Borucki, A. Bar-Nun, A.F. Cook, II, and
G.E.	 Hunt, 1st, 2nd, 4th, & 5th authors), submitted to Icarus, May 1982.
Sounds from Space, submitted to The Planetary Report, June 1982.
Observations of Jupiter's Distant Magnetotail and Wake (W.S. Kurth, J.D. Sullivan,
D.A. Gurnett, H.S. Bridge, and E.C. Sittler, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, & 6th authors),
submitted to J. Geophys. Res., March 1982.
t?
Micron-Size Particles Detected Near Saturn by the Voyager Plasma Wave Instrument
(D.A. Gurnett, E. Grun, D. Gallagher, and W.S. Kurth, ist, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th9
authors), submitted to Icarus, June 1982.
Lm.
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A Search for Saturn Electrostatic Discharges in the Veyager Plasma Wave Data
(W.S. Kurth and D.A. Gurnett, 1st & 2nd authors), submitted to Icarus,
July 1982.
Narrowband Electromagnetic Emissions from Jupiter's Maa;notosphere (D.A. Gurnett
and W.S. Kurth, 1st & 2nd authors), submitted to Nature, September 1982.
E. W. GREENSTADT
Computer Constructed Imagery of Distant Plasma Interactions Boundaries
(H.D. Schurr and R.K. Tsugawa, 2nd & 3rd authors), submitted to COSPAR
for publication in meeting proceedings, May 1982.
Magnetospheric Boundaries (C.T. Russell, 1st author), submitted to Reviews
of Geophysics and Space Physics, .August 1982.
W W. L. TAYLOR
The Electrical Activity of the Atmosphere of Venus (L.V. Ksanfomality and
F.L. Scarf, 1st & 2nd authors), submitted to Venus (Univ. of Arizona Press),
April 1982.
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ABSTRACTS.OF ORAL PRESENTATIONS
(October 1979 through September 1982)
r
F. L. SCARF
Observations of Whistlers from Jupiter by Voyager 1 (B.D. Strayer, D.A. Gurnett,
W.S. Kurth, and R.R. Anderson, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), EOS, 60, 918,
1979.
Spatial and Temporal	 Studies of Jovian Kilometric Radiation (W.S. Kurth and
D.A. Gurnett, 1st & 2nd authors), EOS, 60, 918, 1979.
Correlated Whistler and Plasma Wave Bursts Detected on ISLE-3 (C.F. Kennel,
F.V. Coroniti, R.W.	 Fredricks, D.A. Gurnett, and E.J. Smith, 1st, 2nd, 4th,
5th & 6th authors), EOS, 60, 932, 1979.
Lightning on Venus:	 Orbiter Detection of Whistler Signals (W.W.L. Taylor, 2nd
authors), Bull. of the Amer. Astron. Soc., 11, 544, 1979.
Voyager Observations of Electrostatic Waves at Jupiter (W.S. Kurth, D.D. Barbosa,
and D.A. Gurnett, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd authors). EOS, 60, 918, 1979.
Plasma Waves Near Jupiter:	 Observations from Voyager 1 and 2 (D.A. Gurnett
and W.S. Kurth, 1st and 3rd authors), Waves and Instabilities in Space Plasmas,
Abstracts, 709, 4, 1979.
Detection of Jovian Whistler Mode Chorus Implications for the Io Torus Aurora
(F.V. Coroniti, C.F.	 Kennel, W.S.	 Kurth, and D.A. Gurnett, 1st, 3rd, 4th,
t:
and 5th authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 7, 45, 1980.
The Structure of the Jovian Magnetotail from Plasma Wave Observations (D.A. Gurnett
and W.S.	 Kurth, 1st & 2nd authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 7, 53, 1980.
E13ctrostat 4lc Waves in the Jovian Magnetosphere (W.S. Kurth, D.D. Barbosa, and
D.A. Gurnett,	 1st, 2nd, & 3rd authors), Geophys. Res. Lett., 7, 57, 1980.
Plasma Turbulence Variations and Acceleration Processes Within the Venus Ionosheath
(W.W.L. Taylor, C.T.	 Russell,	 L.H. Brace, H.A. Taylor, and W. 	 Knudsen, 2nd,
3rd, 4th, 5th & 6th authors), EOS, 61, 1019, 1980.
_.
,_
An ISEE 1,2 Statistical Survey of the Properties of Magnetopause Plasma Waves
(R.T. Okida, B.T. Tsurutani, E.J. Smith, R.M. Thorne, R.R. Anderson, and
D.A. Gurnett, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, & 6th authors), EOS, 61, 1070, 1980.
Plasma Wave Investigation (D.A. Gurnett and W.S. Kurth, 2nd & 3rd authors),
EOS, 61, 935, 1980.
r-8-
4
Broadband Electrostatic Noise in the Jovian Mid-Magnetosphere: Plasma Wave
Evidence for Field-Aligned Currents (D.D. Barbosa, W.S. Kurth, and D.A. Gurnett),
1st, 3rd, & 4th authors), EOS, 61, 1090, 1980.
Voyager Observations of Jupiter's Distant Magnetotail (W.S. Kurth, D.A. Guy°xkia,
R.L. Poynter, J.D. Sullivan, and H.S. Bridge, 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, & 6th
authors), EOS, 61, 1090, 1980.	 w
Energetic Electrons and Plasma Waves Associated with a Solar Type III Radio
Brust (R.P. Lin, D.W. Potter, and D.A. Gurnett, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd authors),
EOS, 61, 1095, 1980.
Sources of Turbulence ^t the Ionopause of Venus (R.E. Daniell and H.A. Taylor,
1st and 2nd authors), EOS, 61, 1018, 1980.
Titan as a Radio Source (W.S. Kurth and D.A. Gurnett, 1st and 2nd authors),
EOS, 62, 373, 1981,
On the Shape of the Electron Velocity Distribution Function at and Behind the
Terrestrial vs Giant Planet Bow Shocks (J.D. Scudder, E.C. Sittler, Jr., and
A.J. Klimas, 1st, 2nd & 3rd authors), EOS, 62, 379, 1981.
Detached Plasma Regions Near the Venus Ionopause: Correlated Magnetic Field,
Plasma and Plasma Wave Observations (C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, R.C. Elphic,
and L. Brace, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 5th authors), EOS, 62, 319, 1981.
Pl^s,w; 1 4aves in Saturn's Magnetosphere, invited talk for URSI Meeting, Los Angeles,
untie 1981.
Voyager Plasma Wave Observations Near Saturn (W.S. Kurth and D.A. Gurnett, 1st
and 2nd authors), IAGA Bulletin No. 45, 468, August 1981.
Scale Thickness of the Boundary Between the Solar Wind and a Planetary Ionosphere:
T^-2 Venus Ionopause Current Sheet (R.C. Elphic, 1st author), IAGA Bulletin No. 45,
472, August 1981.
On the Loss of Plasma from the Venus Ionosphere: The Role of the Magnetosheath
Magnetic Field in the Detachment Process (C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann,_
R.C. Elphic, and L. Brace, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 5th authors), IAGA Bulletin No. 45.,
301, August 1981.
Pioneer Venus Observations of the Distant Wake and Magnetotail of Venus
(C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, and R.C. Elphic, 1st, 2nd & 3rd authors),
IAGA Bulletin No. 45, 531, August 1981.
Effects of Dayside Coupling of the Solar Wind with the Ionosphere of Venus
(R.E. Daniell, H.A. Taylor, R.S. Wolff, R.E. Hartle, P.A. Cloutier, L.H. Brace,
C.T. Russell, and W.C. Knudsen, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, & 8t",
authors), EOS, 62, 319, 1981.
Venus Lightning: A Review of Pioneer Orbiter Whistler Measurements (W.W.L. Taylor,
C.T. Russell, R.C. Elphic, and J.G. Luhmann, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, & 5th authors),
An International Conf. on the Venus Environment, 55, November 1981.
r
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Collec tad Observations of the Ionospheric Plasma and Electric and Magnetic
Fields.
 in the Low Altitude Venus Wake (J.G. Luhmann, C.T. Russell, L.H. Brace,
H.A. Taylor, Jr., and W.C. Knudsen, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, & 5th authors),
An International Conference on the Venus Environment, 73, November 1981.
The Interplanetary Rake of Venus (A. Barnes, J.D. Mihalov, and C.T. Russell,
1st, 2nd, & 3rd authors), An International Conference on the Venus
Environment, 82, November 1981.
Maxwell Stress on the Ionopause (C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, R.C. Elphic,
and L.H. Brace, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), An International Conference
on the Venus Environment, 84, November 1981.
Plasma Distributions and Plasma Wave Observations Downstream of Venus
(D.S. Intriligator, 1st author), An International Conference on the Venus
Environment, 85, November 1981.
Plasma Waves in Saturn's Magnetosphere (D.A. Gurnett and W.S. Kurth, 2nd &
3rd authors), Bulletin of The American Physical Society, 26, 895, 1981.
Voyager-2 Plasma Wave Observations at Saturn (D.A. Gurnett, W.S. Kurth, and
R.L. Poynter, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), EOS, 62, 839, 1981.
Lightning Activity on Jupiter (W.J. Boru6ki, A. Bar-Nun, and A.F. r-ok, II,
1st, 2nd, & 4th authors), EOS. 62, 940, 1981.
Theoretical Interpretation of Solar Wind-Ionosphere Coupling on the Dayside
of Venus (P. Cloutier, H. Taylor, R. Daniell, T. Tascione, C. Russell,
W. Knudsen, R. Wolff, A. Barnes, and L. Brace, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th,
6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th authors), An International Conference on the Venus
Environment, 9?, November 1981.
Stochastic Acceleration of Ions and Electrons in the Venus Ionosheath and
Magnetotail (S.A. Curtis and L.H. Brace, 1st and 2nd authors), An International
Conference on the Venus Environment, 81, November 1981.
The Magnetosphere of Saturn, Bulletin of the American Physical Society, 27,
37, January 1982.
Science Return from ISEE-3 at Comet Giacobini-Zinner (E.J. Smith and R.W. Farquhar,
2nd & 3rd authors), to be presented to the International Conference on
Cometary Exploration, Budapest, Hungary, November 1982.
Rapid Propagation of a Solar Flare Disturbance to Venus on October 12, 1981
iJ.U'. Mihalov, A. Barnes, C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, and L.H. Brace, 1st,
2nd, 3rd, 4th & 6th authors), EOS, 63, 425, 1582.
Plasma Distributions and Wave-Particle Interactions in Saturn's Inner
Magnetosphere (D.A. Gurnett, L.A. Frank. L.J. Lanzerotti, A. Lazarus,
and R.P. Lepping, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th & 6th authors), Saturn Program and
Abstracts, 37, May 1982.
Electrostatic Waves in the Saturnian Magnetosphere (W.S. Kurth and D.A. Gurnett,
1st & 2nd authors), Saturn Program and Abstracts, 45, May 1982.
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Observations of MHD Discontinuities in the Venus Ionosphere (R.S. Wolff,
C.T. Russell, J.G. Luhmann, H.A. Taylor, Jr., L.H. Brace, W.C. Knudsen, and
K.L. Miller, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, & 7th authors), LOS, 63, 368,
1982.
The Structure of Titan's Magnetospheric Interaction from Plasma Wave Observations
(D.A. Gurnett and W.S. Kurth, 1st & 3rd authors), Saturn Program and Abstracts,
90, May 1982.
The Magnetosphere of Saturn, presented to the 18th General Assembly of the
International Astronomical Union, Patras, Greece, August 1982.
Voyager Plasma Wave Measurements in the Distant Solar Wind (W.S. Kurth, D.A. Gurnett,
and R.L. Poynter, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), to be presented to the Fall Meeting
of the American Geophysical Union, San Francisco, December 1982.
Narrowband Electromagnetic Emissions from the Jovian Magnetosphere (W.S. Kurth
and D.A. Gurnett, 1st & 2nd authors), to be presented to the Fall Meeting
of the American Geophysical Union, San Francisco, December 1982.
Detection of Lower Hybrid Emissions in the Io Plasma Torus: Bounds on Anomalous
Electron Heating Rates (D.D. Barbosa, F.V. Coroniti, and W.S. Kurth, 1st,
2nd, & 3rd authors), to be presented to the Fall Meeting of the American
Geophysical Union, San Francisco, December 1982.
E. W. GREENSTADT
6
Whistler Mode Waves in the Solar Wind bear the Bow Shock (R.W. Fredricks,
C.T. Russell, F.L. Scarf, R.R. Anderson, and D.A. Gurnett, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
5th, & 6th authors), EGS, 61, 349, 1980.
Plasma Wave Noise Surrounding Interplanetary Shocks at ISEE 3 (F.L. Scarf and
E.J. Smith, 2nd & 3rd authors), EOS, 61, 354, 1980.
Effects of Solar Wind Velocity and IMF Direction on the Characteristics of Pc 3
Pulsations at Synchronous Orbit (K. Takahashi and R.L. McPherron, 1st & 2nd
authors), EOS, 61, 347, 1980.
Rapid Foreshock Appearance Following IMF Direction Changes (C.T. Russell and
T.E. Eastman, 2nd & 3rd authors), EOS, 61, 1079, 1980.
Hydromagnetic Waves Associated with Reflected Ion Beams in the Earth's Foreshock
(M. Hoppe, C.T. Russell, L.A. Frank, and T.E. Eastman, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
authors), EOS, 61, 1070, 1980.
A Storm-Time, Dusk Pc 5 Event Observed in the Outer Magnetosphere by ISEE 1 and 2
(R.L. McPherron, M. Hoppe, C.T. Russell, R.R. Anderson, and F.L. Scarf, 2nd,
3rd, 4th, 5th, & 6th authors), IAGA Bulletin No. 45, 430, 1981.
ISLE Observations of Foreshock Modification by Solar Wind Discontinuities
(M. Hoppe and C.T. Russell, 2nd & 3rd authors), IAGA Bulletin No. 45, 515,
1981.
i-11-
Foreshock Structure: Upstream ULF Waves and Their Association with Backstreaming
Ion Populations (M.M. Hoppe, C.T. Russell, L.A. Frank, and T.E. Eastman, 1st,
2nd, 3rd, & 4th authors), IAG'A Bulletin No. 45, 513, 1981.
Correlation Lengths of ULF Magnetic Waves Observed by ISEE 1 and 2 in the Earth's
Foreshock (M. Hoppe and C.T. Russell, 2nd & 3rd authors), EOS, 62, 1004, 1981.
Advances in Shock Physics, XXIV COSPAR Abstracts, 2 1.6, 1982.
Computer Constructed Imagery of Distant Plasma Interaction Boundaries (H.D. Schurr
and R.K. Tsugawa, 2nd & 3rd authors), XXIV COSPAR Abstracts, 345, 1982.
Upstream Waves in Front of Interplanetary Shocks (C.T. Russell, M.M. Hoppe,
B.T. Tsurutani, E.J. Smith, J.T. Gosling, and S.J. Bame, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
5th, & 6th authors), XXIV COSPAR Abstracts, 44, 1982.
A Storm-Time, Pc 5 Event Observed in the Outer Magnetosphere by ISEE 1 and 2:
Wave Properties (R.L. McPherron, M. Hoppe, R.R. Anderson, and F.L. Scarf,
2nd, 3rd, 4th, & 5th authors), for presentation to the Fall Meeting of the
American Geophysical Union, San Francisco, December 1982.
Laminar and Quasi-Laminar Bow Shocks: Upstream and Downstream Waves (M.M. Mellott
[noppe] and C.T. Russell, ist & 2nd authors), for presentation to the Fall
Meeting of the American Geophysical Union, San Francisco, December- 1982.
R. W. FREDRIC KS
Comparison of Plasma Wave Levels and IMF Orientations Preceding Observations
of Interplanetary Shocks by ISEE-3 (E.W. Greenstadt and F.L. Scarf, 2nd &
3rd authors), EOS, 62, 984, 1981.
Correlated Whistler and Plasma Wave Bursts Detected on ISEE-3 (C.F. Kennel,
F.V. Coroniti, F.L. Scarf, D.A. Gurnett, and E.J. Smith, 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
4th, and 6th authors), EOS, 60, 932, 1979.
Whistler Mode Waves in the Solar Wind Near the Bow Shock (E.W. Greenstadt,
C.T. Russell, F.L. Scarf, R.R. Anderson, and D.A. Gurnett, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
5th, & 6th authors), EOS, 61, 349, 1980.
The Waves in Space Plasmas Program, Proc. of the Symposium on the Effect of
the Ionosphere on Radio Wave Systems, Alexandria, Va., April 1981.
Theoretical Model for the VLF Sheath Admittance of a Monopole or Dipole Antenna
in a Plasma, URSI Trans., URSI Frogram and Abstracts, H1-4, 24, 1981.
W. W. L. TAYLOR
Atmospheric Refraction and Lightning on Venus (F.L. Scarf, 2nd author), EOS, 61,
1017, 1980.	 y
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National AEronautics & Space Administration
Headquarters, Bldg. F, Rm. 5039
Wa:,hington, D.C. 20546
Attention:	 Dr. Michael J. Wiskerchen, Code ST-5
Subject:
	
	 Contract No. NASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report
In accordance with Article III of the subject contract, enclosed
herewith are four (4) copies of the 10th Quarterly Progress Report
for Ongoing Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies and Supporting Research
in Magnetospheric Physics, dated 9 August	 1982, covering the quarter
ending 31 July 1982.	 Additional distribution is indicated below.
TRW INC.
SPACE & TECHNOLOGY GROUP
M. E. Moss
Contract Manager
Applied Technology Division
Telephone: 213/535-5506
Mail Station: 01/1050
i
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ONGOING DATA REDUCTION, THEORETICAL
STUDIES, AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH
IN MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Principal Investigator: F. L. Scarfi
Co-Investigator: E. W. Greenstadt
Contract NASW-3087
	 -
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C. 20546
9 August 1982
(Covering Quarter Ending 31 July 1982)
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NASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report
During this quarter, there were many activities that involved joint
data analysis programs, mission definition, and supporting research.
In May, Dr. Scarf returned from the Soviet Union and prepared a
trip report which was circulated to numerous personnel at NASA Headquarters.
Also in May, Dr. Scarf attended the Saturn Conference at Tucson and presented
a talk entitled "Plasma Distributions and Wave-Particle Interactions in
Saturn's Inner Magnetosphere". Mr. Greenstadt attended the May COSPAR Meeting
held in Ottawa, at which he presented two talks on the subjects "Advances
in S11 06, Physics" and "Computer Constructed imagery of Distant Plasma
Interaction Boundaries".
In June, Dr. Scarf attended a second meeting at NASA Headquarters
on ISEE reprogramming to the Earth's tail and to Comet Giacobini-Zinner;
he also participated in a presentation on this subject at the National Academy
of Sciences. During this month, Dr. Scarf attended the AMPTE Joint Science
Working Group meeting held in Munich; Mr. Greenstadt attended the National
Computer Graphics Association meeting in Anaheim, and he presented a talk
on Bow Shock Structure at the Workshop on Space and Astrophysical Plasmas
at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
Several papers were completed or published during the past quarter,
as follows:
Sounds from Space (F.L. Scarf), submitted to The Planetary Report,
June, 1982.
Large-Amplitude Magnetic Variations in Quasi-Parallel Shocks:
Correlation Lengths Measured by ISTE 1 and 2 (E.W. Greenstadt,
M.M. Hoppe, and C.T. Russell), Geophys. Res: Lett., 9, 781,
1982.
 	 -^
^ti
rPlasma Wave Levels and IMF Orientations Preceding Observations
of Interplanetary Shocks by ISEE-3 (E.W. Greenstadt, FA.  Scarf,
C.F. Kennel, E.J. Smith, and-R.W. Fredricks), Geophys. Res. Lett.,
668, 1982.
3 	 r
The paper "Sounds from Space" was prepared in association with the production
a
	 .
 a TRW record entitled "Sounds of Saturn". 15,OOO.copies of this record
s	 have been donated to The Planetary Society, and they will be given away during
4`4	 the next quarter.
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SOL4%DS FROM SPACE*
by
t
Frederick L. Scarf
June 1982
NASA Headquarters Contract No. NASW-3087
*To be submitted to The Plu netary Report
Applied Technology Division
Bldg R-1, Ran 1176
TRW Space and Technology Group
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, California 90178
(213) 536-2015
CtJ MSICAL RESEARCH LETTIRS, VOL. 9, VD. 7, FACES 781-784, JULY 1982
LARGE-AMPLITUDE KAGXETIC VARIATIONS IN QUASI-,PARALLEL SHOCKS:
CORRELATION LZMGYHS HEASURED BY 13EE 1 AND 2
R.M. Graenatadt
Space Sciences Department
TRW Space and Technology Group
	
ORIGINAL PAM ^^Redondo Beech, California 90278
M. M. Hoppe
OF POOR QUALITY
C. T. Russell
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles. Csliforn' 00024
r
Abstract. Bide separations up to more than
1 R E
 between ISEE 1 And 2 during the second half
of 1978 have been used to measure the correla-
tion length of magnetic pulsations in quasi-
parallel shocks. When the taro spseaoraft were
less than a few hundred km apart. magnetic
oscillations measured by magnetometers on both
spacecraft exhibited virtually identical wave-
forms, but at distances of several thousand ka.
the two time series of field variation showed no
detailed similarity at all. The correlation
coefficients of the pulsations dropned from
close to 1.0 for spacecraft separations of less
than 100 km to 0.2 for separations of greater
than 800 km. A eoiTelation length of several
hundred km any be related to the gyroradiva of
return protons with energy typical of the peaks
of diffuse and been ion distributions.
Introduction
the ISEl: project, which were obtained when the
sstelA^tv3 were close togethRr (1.a., within a
few hundred k: of each other), the data from the
second half of 1978 offer the first opportunity
to examine directly the extent of signal corre-
lation, h*noe spatial variation, In the local
plasma environment when the two spacecraft
Passed through bow shook distances at varying
separations up to several thousand km. This
report presents the first documented change of
correlation with distance for a magnetic con-
stituant of the shook strutture and discusses a
Possible relationship of correlation length to
ion gyroradius. Our examples are all quasi-
parallel. by which we mean the angle between the
interplanetary magnetic field and the local
skodel shook normal was lean than about 50• and-
lerge-amplitude field oscillations were
recorded.
Simultaneous: Measurements by two or more
Instruments mat differ=t ?0eations within the
Earth's bow shock And foreshdek regions con-
stitute the essential tool for distinguishing
temporally from spatially varying structures.
So far, analysis of data from the satellite pair
ISEE i and 2 has emphasised the mutual consis-
tency of their measurements. Indeed. one of the
striking features of the earliest data from the
magnetameters of ISEE 1 and 2 was the detailed
similarity, under normal conditions, of wave-
trains at the two vehicles *van in the highly-
irregular. larg*-msplitude perturbations of the
quasi-parallel shock. of which examples are
obown in this report. A high g. of *ours*. eve*
the quasi-perpendioular profile differs Cron one
spacecraft to the other [Russell and Greenstidt,
19791. Signal correlation. because of its
obvious application to timing the Motions of
waves and boundaries between the satellites. has
therefore received such attention, sn4, in fact,
one study has successfully defined propagation
vectors and velocities of ULF waves in the
foreshook [Hoppe and Russell, 1980; Hoppe at
®l., 19811. The limits of correlatiop ire
equally of interest. however.
In contrast to Most of the. early data Prom
Copyright 1982 by the American Geophysical Onion.
Paper number 2L0295.
0094-8276/82/002L-0295$3.00
Variable Correlation
Figure 1 offers a visual display of the
variations in wave correlation observable in the
running 12-second averages (plotted every four
seconds) between ISEE 1 and ISEE 2. In 1(a),
the t.o traces of magnetic-field magnitude
exhibit almost identical waveforms. Moreover,
the similarities of changing field pattern
occurred in both the ULF foreshcok waves (e.g.,
around 0015 and 0930) and in the larger-
amplitude waves and pulses defining the outer
edges of the quasi-parallel shock structure, as
seen between 0020 and 0024. The fidelity of
wave duplication at the two spacecraft periists
At higher resolution, illustrated in Figure 2.
where we se* uneveraged data with samples recor-
ded every 0.25 second. A segment of the data
from Figure 1(a) is shown in Figure 2(a). Yhile
not identical in every detail, or exactly alike
In amplitude. the two waveforms shared essenti-
ally the same pattern for periods of a few
seconds or longer. and the occurrence of higher-
frequency bursts was almost sinultsaeous at both
satellites in the illustrated examples. Figure
2(b) is an overlay of ISEE / and ISEE 2 date for
a section of 2(a). showing clearly the close
similarity of the two signals, albeit with
slightly variable delay from one satellite to
the other.
Returning to Figure 1. we note that in 1(b)
the similarity of the two field plots is consid-
erably less pronounced than In 1(0. Indeed.
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E. J. STmith $ , and R. V. Fredricks'
'Applied Technology Division. TRW Defena_ f, Speft Systems Group.
Redondo Beach, California 90278
"Depv ° tment of Physics and Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics.
University of California. Los Angeles. California 90024
•Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology.
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Abstract. Some interplanetary shocks
detected by ISEE-3 are preceded by many hours of
strongly- enhenct6 plasma wave noise at a few
kHz. while others have essentially no wave pre-
cursors above background. It has been shown
that these extremes correspond to quasi-parallel
and quasi-perpendicular shoos. respectively.
based on the instantaneous orientation angle 8Bn
of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) to
the shock normal at the time the shocks cross
the spacecraft. We show that precursor wave
noise level is correlated with field orientation
and an entrapolafed a B.
 
throughout the preshock
observation interval for two contrasting active
and quiet cases. and that intermediate, variable
noise levels correspond to intermediate, vari-
oblx IMF orientations. We infer that foreshocks
are an intrinsic part of the structure of quasi-
parallel interplantary shocks.
Introduction
Knowledge of the macrostructure of the
Earth's bow shock helps to organize one class of
solar wind events; namely, the enhancement•of
kilohertz. -range plasma wave electrical signals
upstream ( ahead) of quasi-psrallel, but not
quasi- •perpendicular. interplanetary ( IP) shocks
(Kennel et al., 19823. We perceive these events
as interplanetary counterparts of analogous
extended box shock structures, and as a poten-
tial tool for illuminating an unsettled question
in bow shock phenomenology.
Figure 1 displays four of the examples of
Kennel et al. 119827 spanning the range of pre-
shock conditions.  from noise-free (25 December)
to almost continuously noisy ( 12 November). with
two intermediate cases of fluctuating noise
levels. one ct-nsionally above background (8
November) and one consistently above background
(27 August). The multiband signatures of these
examples. displayed by Kennel et al., showed
that the average electric field in the 3 kHz
channel is a representative diagnostic for
Copyright 1982 by the . 6merican Geophysical Union.
Paper number 2LO128.
0094-8276/82/002L-0128$3.00
plasma waves in the 1-10 kHz frequency range.
The number at the upper left in each panel gives
the angle 8Bn between the local shock normal and
the IMF at the time each interplanetary shock
crossed the spacecraft. The normals were deter-
mined by the combined field and plasma method of
Abraham-Schrauner and Tun [ 1976]. The corres-
pondence of small OBn with enhanced upstream cE>
suggests that the presence or absence of plasma
wave noise was related to the quasi-parallel or
quasi-perpendicular structure of the approaching
shock, implying the existence of interplanetary
foreshocks similar to the foreahock - outside the
Earth's curved, non-uniform bow shock
(Greeostadt and Fredricks. 19797.
The distinctions among plasma wave activity
levels visible in Figure 1 depended however on
the presence or absence of noise for hours pre-
ceding shock encounter, while the lone 9Bn
calculated for each chock was based on the
Instantaneous IMF 1weedletely before shock
encounter. Since the-IMF direction is variable,
It does not necessarily follow that the field
line containing enhanced plasma waves. say,
three bours before encounter ems traceable to a
connection with the oncoming shock at the same
oft . Also, it in always possible, unless demon-
strated to the contrary. that plasma wave noise
at IEEE-3 was simply a manifestation of the
Earth's foreshook resulting from downwind con-
nection of the IMF to the bow shock. We
attempt. here, to add confidence to the struc-
tural explanation by filling in the pattern of
preshock field behavior in several cases.
Method of Analysis
We have used the ISE£-3 date fool tapes,
together with computational graphic techniques,
to illustrate the approximate relationships of
spacecraft. IMF, wave noise. IP shocks, and bow
shock. The data pool supplies plasma wave
fields. IMF vectors. and solar wind velocity,
among other measurements. averaged every 128-
seconds. In a given 128-second interval. we
Cake the average IMF as a single vector to
represent the field segment 81 during that
Interval, but P:e wish to represent it as a small
vector 1i in emtric space whose length is pro-
portional to 11
.
	The metric vector's
M1:
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National AEronautics & Space Administration
Headquarters, Bldg. F, Rm. 5039
Washington, D.C. 20546
Attention:	 Dr. Michael J. Wiskerchen, Code ST-5
Subject:	 Contract No. NASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report
In accordance with Article III of the subject contract, enclosed .
herewith ere four (4) copies of the 10th Quarterly Progress Report
for Ongoing Data Reduction, "theoretical Studlts and Supporting Research
in Magnetospheric Physics, dated 11 May	 1982; covprina the niparter
ending 30 April 1982. Additional
	 r^st	 u, on is indicated below.
TRW INC.
SPACE & TECHNOLOGY GROUP
M. E. Moss
Contract Manager
Applied Technology Division
Telephone: 213/535-5506
Mail Station: 01/105'
WGS:bc
Encl .
cc: NASA/S&TIP	 (Repro + 2)
NASA/HQ/Code KT	 (1)
AFPRO/TRW
	 (w/o encl)
NASA/HQ/D. Andreotta(w/o encl)
TRW Program Manager:
F. L. Scarf
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DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP OF TAW INC • ONE SPACE PARK. REDONDO EIEACM. CALIFORNIA VW8 • (2I3) 535.4321
NASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report
11 May 1982
During this quarter, there were many activities that involved joint
data analysis programs, mission definition, and supporting research.
On March 23-24, 1982, Dr. Scarf participated in a presentation at
NASA Headquarters involving the possible diversions of ISEE-3 to the Earth's
geomagnetic tail and to Comet Giacobini-Zinner.
On April 18, 1982, Dr. Scarf left the United States for a two-week
visit with Soviet scientists at the Institute for Cosmic Research in Moscow.
The discussions to be held during this trip involved ISEE data, analysis of
Venus lightning and solar wind interaction measurements, and Voyager observations
at Jupiter and Saturn.
From February 8-10, 1982, Mr. Greenstadt attended the ISEE SWT Meeting
at Goddard Space Flight Center, and he was respo^%ible for having prepared
the Agenda for the Shock Workshop held on February 10.
During this period, two manuscripts were revised: "Plasma Wave Levels
and IMF Orientations Preceding Observa;.sons of Interplanetary Shocks by ISEE-3
(Greenstadt Scarf, Kennel, Smith, and Fredricks)," which has been returned
to Geophysical Research Letters for publication; and "Large-Amplitude Magnetic
Variations in Quasi-Parallel Shocks: Correlation Lengths Measured by ISEE 1
and 2 ( Greenstadt, Hoppe, and Russell)," which is being prepared for publication
in Geophysical Research Letters.
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LARGE-AMPLITUDE MAGNETIC VARIATIONS IN QUASI-PARALLEL SHOCKS:
CORRELATION LENGTHS MEASURED BY ISEE 1 AND 2
by
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Space Sciences Department
TRH Space and Technology Group
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	 Dr. Michael J. Wiskerchen, Code ST-5
Subject:	 Contract No. NASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report j
In accordance with Arti:;le III of the subject contract, enclosed
herewith are four (4) copies of the 10th Quarterly Progress Report
for Ongoing Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies and Supporting Research
in Magnetospheric Physics, dated 11 February 1982, covering the quarter
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During
 this quarter, Dr. Scarf attended the Space Science Advisory
Committee Meeting held at NASA Headquarters (November 16-19, 1981); the
OPEN Science Working Group Meeting held at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(January 13-15, 1982); and the Annual Meeting of the American Physical
Society held in San Francisco (January 25-28, 1982).
Dr. Scarf and Dr. Taylor both attended the International Conference
on the Venus Environment held in Palo Alto (November 4-6, 1981), and the
Pioneer Venus Science Steering Group Meeting held at NASA Ames Research
Center ( January 24- 27, 1982).
Dr. Scarf, Dr. Fredricks, and Mr. Greenstadt all attended the Winter
Meeting of the American Geophysical Union held in San Francisco ( December 7-9,
1981).
A number of talks were given at the scientific meetings, and their
titles appear on the list attached.
During this period, six scientific papers were completed, and their
titles are also listed on the attachment.
Five abstracts were submitted for the upcoming COSPAR Meeting and
for the International Conference on Cometary Exploration. Details are
covered on the attachment.
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PRESENTATIONS
1. "'Ienus Lightning:	 A Review of Pioneer Orbiter Whistler
Measurements" - given by F. L. Scarf at the Venus Conference.
2. "Voyager-2 Plasma Wave Observations at Saturn" - given by .^ e
F. L. Scarf at the Winter AGU Meeting.
3. "Comparison of Plasm, Wave Levels and IMF Orientations
Preceding Observations of Interplanetary Shocks by ISEE-3" -
given by E. W. Greenstadt at the Winter AGU Meeting.
4. "Correlation Lengths of ULF Magnetic Waves Observed by ISEE-1
and -2 in the Earth's Foreshock" - given by E. W. Greenstadt
at the Winter AGU Meeting.
5. "The Magnetosphere of Saturn" - given by F. L. Scarf at the
Annual Meeting of the American Physical Society.
COMPLE 7D PAPERS
1. "Plasma Wave Levels and IMF Orientations Preceding Observations
of Interplanetary Shocks by ISEE-3" (E.W. Greenstadt, F.L.
Scarf, C.F. Kennel, E.J. Smith, and R.W. Fredricks), November
1981, submitted to Geophysical Research Letters.
2. "Large-Amplitude Magnetic Variations in Quasi-Parallel Shocks:
Correlation Lengths Measured by ISEE 1 and 2" (E.W. Greenstadt,
M.M. Hoppe, and C.T. Russell)., January 1982, submitted to
Geophysical Research Letters.
3. "Whistler Mode Turbulence in the Disturbed Solar Wind (F.V. Coroniti,
C.F. Kennel, F.L. Scarf, and E.J. Smith), November 1981,`?
submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research.
4. "Disappearing Ionospheres on the Nightside of Venus" (T.E. Cravens,
L.H. Brace, H.A. Taylor, Jr., C.T. Russell, W.L. Knudsen,
K.L. Miller, A. Barnes, J.D. Mihalov, F.L. Scarf, S.J. Quenon,
and A.F. Nagy), January 1982, Proceedings of The Venus Conference,.
5. "Observations of Energetic Ions Near the Venus Ionopause"
(W.T. Kasprzak, H.A. Taylor. L.H. Brace, H.B. Niemann, and
F.L. Scarf), January 1982, submitted to Planetary and Space
Science.
6. Pioneer Venus Observations of Plasma and Field Structure in the
Near Wake of Venus" (J.G. Luhmann, C.T. Russell, L . H. Brace,
H.A. Taylor, W.C. Knudsen, D.S. Colburn, A. Barnes, and
F.L. Scarf), sutxnitted to Journal of Geophysical Research.
y
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ABSTRACTS SUBMITTED
1. "Pc 3 Amplitude at Onagawa: Joint Correlation with Solar Wind
Parameters Measured by ISEE and IMP" (E.W. Greenstadt,
T. Saito, and-C.T. Russell), for presentation at the 24th
Plenary Meeting of COSPAR, May 1982, Ottawa, Canada.
2. "Upstream Waves in Front of Interplanetary Shocks" (C.T. Russell,
M.M. Hoppe, B.T. Tsurutani, E.J. Smith, J.T. Gosling,
S.J. Bame, and E.W. Greenstadt), for presentation at the
24th Plenary Meeting of COSPAR, May 1982, Ottawa, Canada.
3. "Advances in Shock Physics" (E.W. Greenstadt), for presentation
at the 24th Plenary Meeting of COSPAR, May 1982, Ottawa, Canada.
4. "Computer Constructed Imagery of Distant Plasma Interaction
Boundaries" (E.W. Greenstadt, H.D. Schurr, and R.K. Tsugawa),
for presentation at the 24th Plenary Meeting of COSPAR,
May 1982, Ottawa, Canada.
5. "Science Return from ISEE-3 at Comet Giacobini-Zinner" (F.L. Scarf,
E,J_ Smith, and R.W. Farquhar), for presentation at the
International Conference on Cometary Exploration, November
1982, Budapest, Hungary.
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Subject:	 Contract No. NASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report No. 10
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for Ongoing Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies and Supporting Research
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During thisperiod, F. L. Scarf gave a report at the APS Plasma
At	 Physics Division Meeting in New York, and he participated in activities
i
A
of the US/USSR Working Group on Near Earth, Space, and Planets; the
ISEE Comet Working Group; and the SSAC subcommittee on the Space Platform.
E. W. Greenstadt met with ISEE co-investigators and ground magnetic-
observatory scientists in Edinburgh and London to plan some joint
programs of satellite and surface data analysis. -
A report comparing "Plasma Wave Turbulence at Planetary Bow
Shocks" by Scarf, Gurnett, and Kurth was published in Nature (292,
747, 20 Aug 1981). Audio techniques were developed by Scarf for
s. ,nthesizing sounds of plasma waves and were applied to data from
ISEE-3, Pineer Venus, and Voyager to produce recordings of interplanetary
shocks, planetary shocks, Jovian and Saturnian magnetospheric phenomena,
and the Saturnian ring-plane crossing. It was shown by Greenstadt
that interplanetary shocks have plasma wave foreshocks compatible
with quasi-perpenC. icular/quasi-parallel distinction at e
Bn	
50' in
local shock geometry familiar at the earth's bow shock, and that the
sudden appearance of the earth's ULF foreshock immediately after a
tangential discontinuity in the solar wind is explained as enclosure
of the observation point in a pre-existing upstream region exposed
awhen the discontinuity sweeps across the bow shock. Also, Greenstadt
	 j
a
and co-workers discovered and . measured a correlation length of about
1000 km for large-amplitude quaEi-parallel bow shock pulsations. The
length seems to be relA ted to the distributions of gyroradii of reflected
ions.
	 `'-
Quarterly Progress Report
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Contract NASW-3087
National Aeronautice $ Space Administration
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During this period, E. W. Greenstadt attended the Gordon
Research Conference on Collisionless Shocks and the IAGR General
Assembly, while F. L. Scarf participated in meetings of the NASA
Space Science Advisory Council and the ISEE Science Working Team
and Workshop on TYPE II Solar Radio Bursts and Interplanetary Shocks.
A number of new and promising multi-spacecraft investigations
were recently initiated. Scarf and his co-workers identified inter-
planetary shocks detected on ISEE-3 and the Pioneer Venus Orbiter
(see Figure 1) and they showed that the corresponding foreshock re-
gions contained very similar ion acoustic wave turbulence. Greenstadl
started to apply his terrestrial ISEE-1,2 three-dimensional foreshock
program to-analyze interplanetary shock phenomena. Figure 2 shows
one important example in which this analysis demonstrates that the
B-Field in front of the solar wind shock never intersected the earth'!
magnetosphere; thus the ISEE-3 measurements of plasma waves certainly
represented detection of interplanetary shock precursors, rather than
observations related to the earth's foreshock.
4
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15 May 1981
National AEronautics & Space Administration
Headquarters, Bldg. F, Rm. 5039
Washington, D.C. 20546
Attention:	 Dr. Michael J. Wiskerchen, Code ST-5
Subject:	 Contract No. NASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report No. 10
In accordance with Article III of the subject contract, enclosed
herewith are four (4) copies of the 10th Quarterly Progress Report
for Ongoing Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies and Supporting Research
in Magnetospheric Physics, dated 13 May 1981 ;
 cover inn the quarter
ending 30 April 1981. Additional —distr u ion is indicated below.
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STUDIES, AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH IN
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Principal Investigator: F. L. Scarf
Co-Investigator: E. W. Greenstadt
l
Contract NASW-3087
National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546
13 May 1981
(Covering Quarter Ending 30 April 1981)
Space Sciences Department
TRW Defense & Space Systems Croup
One Space Park
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Several projects are in progress at the end of this quarter:
1.
	 We are examining the geometrical relationship between the.
orientations of lnterplane ary shocks, their plasma wave forerunners,
` and their pre-shock interplanetary field directions.
2.	 We are studying an apparent resonant geomagnetic pulsation
• l
In the dusk sector to determine moth the local conditions governing
the pulsation and the circumstances responsible fo r Itsv.	 ^a occurrence.°^idc -'
The study includes observations from three satellites and several
stations on the earth's surface.
3.	 We are studying the response of the foreshock and shock
?i
to rapid changes,
	 particularly tangential	 discontinuities	 in the
Interplanetary magnetic field.
4.	 We are investigating the details of plasma and field
r
behavior under conditions of transition between quasi-perpendicular
and quasi-parallel shock structure.
During the quarter, we completed several papers which have
been submitted fnr publication (see Appendix 1).	 We attended meetings
listed on Appendix 2.	 Preparation for the IAGA Assembly to be held
In Edinburgh (August 1981) and for the Gordon Conference on Coilisionless
Shocks which will meet next month was made in this quarter.
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Completed Papers:
Waves in Space Plasmas Program (R. W. Fredricks), presented at the NRL
Ionosphere Conference Symposium on the Effect of the Ionosphere Radio
Wave System (April 1981).
Plasma Waves in the Jovian Ma gnetosphere (D. A. Gurnett and F. L. Scarf),
submitted for publication in Physics of the Jovian Magnetosphere, ed.
by A. J. Dessler.
Non-Local Plasma Turbulence Associated with Interplanetary Shocks
(C..F. Kennel, F. L. Scarf, F. V. Coroniti, E. J. Smith, and D. A.
Gurnett), submitted for publication in Journal of Geophysical Research.
Plasma Waves Near Saturn: Initial Resuits from Voyager 1 (D. A. Gurnett,
W. S. Kurth, and F. L. Scarf), submitted for publication in Science.
An Upper Bound to the Lightning Flash Rate in Jupiter's Atmosphere
(F. L. Scarf, D. A. Gurnett, W. S. Kurth, R. R. Anderson, and R. R. Shaw),
submitted for publication in Science.
Energetic Electrons and Plasma Waves Associated with a Solar Type Ill Radio
Burst (R. P. Lin, D. W. Potter, D. A. Gurnett, and F. L. Scarf),
submitted for publication in Astrophysical Journal.
Jupiter and lo: A Binary Magnetosphere (F. L. scarf, F. V. Coroni i,
C. F. Kennel, and D. A. Gurnett), submitted for publication in special
Jupiter issue of Vistas in Astronomy.
The Distant Bow Shock and Magnetotail of Venus: Magnetic Field and Plasma
Wave Observations (C. T. Russell, J. G. Luhmann, R. C. Elphic, and
F. L. Scarf), submitted for publication in Geophysical Research Letters.
d
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Plasma Wave Turbulence at Planetary Bow Shocks: Saturn, Jupiter. Earth,
and Venus (F. L. Scarf, D. A. Gurnett, and W. S. Kurth), submitted for
publication In special Saturn Issue of Nature.
Karrowband Electromagnetic Emissions from Saturn's Magnetosphere
(D. A. Gurnett, W. S. Kurth, and F. L. Scarf), submitted for
publication in special Saturn issue of Nature.
The Control of Saturn's Kilometric Radio Emission by Dione (W. S. Kurth,
D. A. Gurnett, and F. L. Scarf), submitted for publication in special
Saturn issue of Nature.
Detection of Jupiter Tail Phenomena Upstream from Saturn (F. L. Scarf,
W. S. Kurth ;
 D. A, Gurnett ; H. S. SrMne,, and J. D. Sull ivan),
submitted for publication in special Saturn issue of Nature.
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Meetings:
^,	
Y
March 1-5, 1981 --Dr. Scarf attended the Space Science Advisory
!9
Committee Meeting at NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
f
March 16-18, 1981 - Dr. Taylor participated in the Active Experiments
Working Group Meeting at the University of
Alabama, Huntsville.
a
"i	 April 13-14, 1981 - Dr. Scarf took part in the Space Science Advisory
Committee°s Subcommittee on Space Platforms Meeting
at the University of Alabama, Huntville.
April 14- 17,
 1981 - Dr. Taylor presented a paper at the NRL Ionosphere
Conference Symposium on the Effect of the Ionosphere
Radio Wave System in Washington, D.C.
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13 February 1981
National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Headquarters, Bldg. F, Rm. 5039
Washington, D.C. 20546
Attention:	 Dr. Michael J. Wiskerchen, Code ST-5
Subject:	 Contract No. RASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report No. 9
In accordance with Article III of the subject contract, enclosed
herewith are four (4) copies of the 9th Quarterly Progress Report
for Ongoing Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies and Supporting Research
in Magnetospheric Physics, dated 12 February 1981, covering the quarter
ending 31 January 1981. Additional distribution is indicated below.
Don Andreotta is requested to advise me by letter as to whether the current
addressees of this report and the copied recipients noted below will be the
same for future submittals of the subject report.
TRW INC.
DEFENSE & SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP
W. G. Sanders
Contract Administrator
Applied Technology Division
Telephone: 213/536-3837
Mail Station: R1/2004
WGS:bc
Enci .
cc: nasa/S&T'IF	 (Repro ¢ 2)
NASA/HQ/Code KT 	 (1)
AFPRO/TRW	 w/o encl)
NASA/HQ/D. Andreotta (w/o encl)
TRW Program Manager:
F. L. Scarf
DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS OKOUP Of TRW INC • DhE SPACE PARK. PREDONDO BEACH. CALIFORNIA OWTO . 12731 636•4321
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ONGOING DATA REDUCTION, THEORETICAL
STUDIES, AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH IN
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Principal Investigator: P. L. Scarf
Co-Investigator: E. W. Greenstadt
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r
The funding for this extension arrived at TRW in mid-January, 1981,
and b the week endi ng January 2 we had set u theY
	9 	 Y 3,	 p Project Plan and Schedule3
^v	
for the proposed supporting research and technology activities.
in TRW
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10 October 1980
National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Headquarters
Washington, DC 20546
Attention:	 D. P. Cauffman, Code ST
Subject:	 Contract No. NASW-3087
Quarterly Progress Report No.
In acc^-dance with Article III of the subject contract, enclosed
herewith are four (4) copies of the 8th Quarterly Progress Report
for Ongning Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies and Supporting
Research in Maonetospheric Physics, dated 9 October 1980,covering the
period 1 July through 30 September 1980.
TRW INC.
DEFENSE & SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP
W. G. Sanders
Contracts Administrator
Applied Technology Division
Telephone: 213/536-3837
Mail Station: R1/2004
WGS: be
cc: NASA/S&TIF	 (Repro + 2)
NASA/HQ/Code KT (1)
AFPRO/TRW(w/o encl)
NASA/HQ/D. Martin(w/o encl)
TRW Program Managers:
®F. L. Scarf
E. W. Greenstadt
DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP OF TRW INC • ONE SPACE PARK. REDONDO BEACH. CALIFORNIA 0278 • (7131535-4321
rb
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ONGOING DATA REDUCTION, THEORETICAL
STUDIES, AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH IN
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Principal investigator: F. L. Scarf
Co-Investigator: E. W. Greenstadt
Contract NASW-3087
National Aeronautics E Space Mministration
Washington, D.C. 20546
(Covering Period 1 July through 30 September 1980)
9 October 1980
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During the last quarter, Dr. Scarf participated in presentations
en ISEE, OPEN, and other solar-terrestrial programs at NASA Headquarters.
The presentations were primarily directed toward Dr. Mutch and Dr. Frosch.
During this time there was also a considerable amount of research
on the flight programs, ISEE, Pioneer Venus, and Voyager.
In addition, Dr. Scarf has been preparing to participate in the
Space Science Advisory Committee meeting in October, 1980.
Mr. Greenstadt attended a MOWG meeting at Goddard Space Flight
Center, and he participated in the Data Systems Users Working Group
meeting in Huntsville, Alabama. He also gave a presentation at the
UCLA Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics Workshop on Space Plasma
Physics at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
During this period Mr. Greenstadt continued investigation of the
earth's foreshock, including comparison of ISEE and IMP-8 Ion data, and
attempted to integrate recent results from numerous investigators into
a single comprehensive phenomenology.
f^.
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Ongoing Data Reduction	 Theoretical Studies & Suppofting Research in Magnetospheric Physics
WAS13 FOR ISSUANCE	 ASPONSOR
Change of Administrator SbTG 	 CA	 TD	 RTOGROUP PC..^,^ _OIV	 CPS -
This revision is issued to modify only the followin® block numbers of the CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION:
Effective 15 March 1982 the Contract Administrator for this contract is
changed as follows:
from	 W. G. Sanders
81/2004'
±o:	 ^:.0"^;;
01/1050
x63837
OFt*11`44. PAC-V— 
15
OF POOR QUA"-""
~ s'
DISTRIBUTION:
STANDARD DISTRIBUTION LIST 0-1 PLU $ THE I;DLLOWING
NAME BLDGJMAIL STA.
` . Scarf Rl/1176'
. Calhoun 81/1086
Friichtenicht R1/1096
Chapman R1/1096
 . Gentile El/4048
. Herbert El/5052
. Edwards 01/1260
. Williams R1/2104
SYSTEMS 1440 REV. 11-16
W. G. Sanders	 i
CONTRACT ADRIINISTRATOR
CONTRACTS MANAGER
c".
SALES NUMBER
' ..^a.^.....
CONTRACT AUTHORIZATIQ?i 	 JOB NUMBE	 _ 3 , 5372-F6, 97
3467-76, 3473-58
DA E 
	
N	 NO.
8 SEP 81	 ;EWSION N0. _ 12 PAGE - or 1 NASYB-3087
RO ISSUANCE CONTRACT TITLE Ongoing Data Reduct ion,
 Theor lAmendment No. 7
	 lical Studies b Supporting	 r	 e
This revision is issued to modify only the following `lock numbers of the CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION: spheric Physics
A .
This authorization is being issued to correct C/A Rev. #11 to show the issue date ther
as 8 SEP 81 and the basis for issuance as Amendment No. 7. All other data remains the
same as follows:
1	 ^ '
r
Previous This modification New Totals
Total Cost $442,424 $131,313 $573,737
Total TRW
Total NASA $438,00000 1,000, $568,00057,
Share Funded
Contract is now fully funded.
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CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION
3121.9Job NUMBE R 	
_ 3, 3572 -96,--
3467-76	 3473-58
S
ISAT9
OCT 81	 REVISION NO. 'ASE -I— or 1
CONTWACT NO.
NASW-3087
RAINS FOR ISSUANCE 	
_ CONTRACT TITLE Ongoing Data Reduction, The5r,
Modification No. 2 lical Studies & Supporting Research in Ma n
This revision is issued to modify only tin following block numbers of the CONTRACT AUTWDIRIZATION: spheric Physics
This modification adds funding as follows:
Previous	 This Modification New Totals
Total Cost	 $442,424	 $1319313 $573,737
Total TRW
1,000,Total NASA	 T4385 0008 , - 565,030
Share Funded
The contract is now fully funded.
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DISTRIBUTION:
STANDARD DISTRIBUTION LIST O-/ PLUS THE FOLLOWING
NAME	 BLDGJMAIL STA.
F. Scarf	 R1/1176
IL. Calhoun	 R1/1086
^. Friichtenicht	 R1/1096 W. G. Sanders
f Chapman
	
R1/110^96^
P. Genti le 	 E1 /4048 CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
P. Herbert	 El/5052
D. Edwards	 R1/1120 
A. /Will i ams 	 Rl i 2104 CONTRACTS MANAGER
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SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT
	
PACE
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ft. MC M. 141 all 1-16.101
1. 6A10CWl MA)DO"TbP/ NO.	 [Iff-afIfE DATE
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.	 SEVEN	 _ B_31-81 _ D-04973_ _-- -----
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4 NASA Headquarters	 AFPRO, TRJ
Contracts S Grants Division	 One Space Park
Washington, DC 20546 	 Redondo Beach, CA	 90278
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(s"a. eh).	 Defense Space :Systems Croup	 °"=,----	 (s e b1w4 91
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12. DESCRIPTION Of AMENDMENI MODtfICAT10N '-
r
This Modification increases the amount of funds obligated under the sut ► ject
contract. The contract is now fully funded.
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DISTRI®UTION:
STANDARD DISTRI ® UTION LIST 0-1 PLUS THE FOLLOWING
NAME ®LDGJMAIL STA.
F. Scarf 111/1176
L. Cal houn Rl /1086
'. Fri ic hten i cht RI /1096
Staudhammer R1/1096
P. Gentile El/4048
H. Wilkinson E1/5052
D. Edwards 111/1120
A. Williams R1/2iO4 CONTRACTSMANAGER
1 	
^
L:!
aA. e.' {O{jp{i6.1
CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION	
1219
MUMMER
t.	 3372-9
i . VIE DATE
	
N	 NO
7 APR 81 ]REVISION  W0. ^.^ JPIAGF .-_ OF .,_ 1NASW-3087
ASIS FOR ISSUANCE
	
CONTRACT TITLIL
'ongolng Q
r	 Amendment No. 6 lical Studies. & Suopo
s , This revision is isswd to modify only the following block number of the CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION: i
079-73
on, Theor t
rch i
ric Physi s
Allowable expenditure of cost is related to funding on this Cost sharing
contract as follows:
Total Cost	 $442,424
,A. Total TRW Share	 (4,424)
Total NASA Share Funded $438,000
ORIGINAL PACE 13
OF POOR QUALJTY
SYSTEMS 144C REV. S-96
"f3
f
I
WSTRIBUTION:
STANDARD DISTRIBUTION LIST 0-1 PLUS THE FOLLOWING
NAME BLOC./MAIL STA.
F. Scarf R1/1176	 M. Wong
L. Calhoun RI /1086	 RI /2104
'. Friichtenicht R1/1096
Staudhammer R1/1096
r . Gentile El /4048
. Wilkinson El/5052
. Edwards R1/1120
. Williams
SYSTEMS I"C REV. 0-76
W. G. Sanders
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
CONTRACTSMANAGER
a
MW	 i 121 Umlm4n
JOBCONTRACT AUTHORIZATION 	
3121 9NUMB
3372-96 97, 3467-76 9
 3473-58
WE DATE
8 JAN 81	 ;EVISION N®, 9	 PAGE -I— OF -L- NASW-3087
,,BASIS FOR ISSUANCE	 CONTRACT TITLE Ongoing Data Reduction, Theor
Amendment No. 6	 l ical Studies, & Supporting REsearch in
This revision is issued to modify only the following block number of the CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION: Flagnetospheric Physi
(11) The period of performance is extended to 30 SEP 82.
(14, 15, 16) Cost, TRW Share, Total:
(
Previous Totals This Amend. New Totals
Total Cost $321,192 $252,545 $573,737
Total TRW Share: (3,192) (2,545) (5,737)
Total NASA Share $318,000 $250 
'000
$568,000
Funding $318,000 $120, $438,000
The contract is now funded through 9/30/81.
Reporting Requirements: Il QuarterlyIlProgress Reports	 Repro + 7	 ^ W 81 thru
9-15-82
Final Report Repro + 7	 9-30-82*
*This date is changed from 12/31/80.
	 The final report is to cover the period
25 June 1980 through 30 September 1982.
ORIGINAL PACES 19
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Lr1.r-vpnw ru" m JU. A AT 1966
OfNQ	 KESAL SERV	 ADMINISTRATION AMENDMENT OF SOI.IMATION/MODIACATION OF CONTRACT
PAGE	 OfjMD. PROC. KEG. 141 CFR) 1-16.101 3
I. AMEIJLIMENT/MODIFICATION NO, 2. EFFECTIVE DATE 7. Rt9MAMON/PURCHASE 10MIESI NO. a. PROJECT NO I ff ppl"blr)
Six (6) -31-80 10-25012
S. ALSUED OY^^^,y^^,
	
CODE	 _ `. Aat6NfSTE^ /T f!f pier &JWX Uki 9)	 c.cll3F.
^l I'l— riar tors i 7W, Inc.
Contracts and Grants Divisicn Cne Spam Park
Washington, DC 20546 Remo Heath, CA 40278
7. CONTRACTOR	 CODE	 FAcun y CODE ^.
WALE AM ADDRESS AA	 TENT Of
SOLICITATION NO.
rte, Inc.
..^,,,.,Defense and Space System Q=ip DATED	 (.far black 9)
.' (SA•a . city. Ow Space Park
=%P"  F3edoc'dr^ Beach, CA 90278 ®coM"O0'P'nA aloE°R No. NAS	 - 1087
DATED 7-1-77 	 (Se, blxk 11) 
9. THIS fIL= APPLIES ONLY TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS
0 Ire above Membered rhOoliae is ami ded as @W fenh M Wok 12.	 Tb rear and dob I	 ter moV of CRfars	 1. osleredad, 0 it not e m ded.
Drawn raw edvnwiedge nxapi of she amencka et Prior to Nee roar and dew spDC'I
	 in slo seiioaatiaa, or a amended, by are of Ire fella.ing smotleodt:
of INN "w"mw an each copy of Noe offer svbeute 	 fe	 w(em Mein@ ad	 of Nis oremdeeno, (b) y admerdedging waits	 er	 dr or (c) By soperate	 ar	 tologrow
avrich i*elvdos a relorerce w thesolicitation and orwndrrrant owwk*n. FAILURE Of YOUR ACKNOWLEDG&MW TO K RECEIVED AT THE ISSUING OFFICE PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND
DATE SPECNIED AMT RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. 	 N; by virtue of Iris orardnow Pre dream Io donw.. so offer already submitted, such range nmy be redo by 1a69eam
or idler. prevdd such wkWom a fetter smokes reference w the telftAetier	 d This aarndseM, and is waived prior se Neu eponirg hour and doe specified.a
to. ^courr(80)- 800/10..10$ATlyO--	 ^95-18	 ($60,000)	 Estimated Cost-$250,000
obligation: $120,000
	 385-36-01-19 ($60,000)
	
Coat Share	 -	 2,545
Total Cnat	 -$252-545
13. DO KOCI( APPLLES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS
(a) q This Comma Order I. istaed pursuant N
The Changes ad fats in bled 12 are code w she above nnabered combed/a der. 	 -
(b) ® The above raebered anted /order is modified to rolled the *drniwitlwPire elanget (wdr as changes in poriag *Klee, oppegriatior a)nta. etc.) art forts in block 12.
(c) ® This Supplemental Agreement is oaemd inlo pwwont w eutieoriy of	 10	 U.S.C.	 2304 (a) (11)
M awd : fies Me above rwmbored conhod as set ferM in block 12.
.. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION
The purpose of this Mclification is to continue research tinder contract NASW 3087, e to
amend the'Statenent of Work; to increase the estimated cost; to extend the period
of performance; to revise the reportuig requirements for the final report; and to
r:state the contract in accordance with current NASA procurement regulations.
(Continued on the neat page)
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w19.	 Of SIG1dEF (Tjyfie	 pull
	 16. DATE SIGNED	 10. PAN Of CONTRACTR^:ti	 R f 7'	 or ®.ref)	 t9. DATE SIGNED
'leamson
D:t+. Itana®ar of Carirdcts WD)	 12-31-80	 y	 12-31-80
D-ihj^	 0.5 aor0aaaamt MrrnnD arrrca' It" 0-I924-AM
Amendment of SolicitationlModification of Contract
	
Page 2 of 3
Modification No. 6 to NASW-3087
'Block 12, Continued
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
a. Article I is amended to add the following:
"D=ing the period of tae specified for Modification No. 6 to
'this contract, the contractor shall continue an going data reduction,
theoretical studies and supporting research in ma	 c physics
initiated under Modification No. 3, and as more particularly described
In the contractor's proposal no&31219.003, and 31219.004,dated July 1980
and-September 1980, respectfully, both of which are incorporated herein
by reference."
b. Article II is amended to add the following:
"The work to be performed under this modification shall be cmpleted
no later than September 30, 1982."
c. Article III is amended to add the following:
"The final report for the work to be performed under this modification
and modification No. 3 shall be delivered no later than Septe ber 30, 1982."
d. Article V is amended by dinging the total cost of performing the work
sander this contract and the total estimated cost to the Coerrm mt from$321,192 and $318,000 to $573,737 and-$568,000, respectively.
e. The work to be performed under this modification shall not t:e subject
t<i he Pawisions and operations of Article XII, notwithstanding language
in the Article to the contrary. References in the Article to a contract
expiration date and ompletion of oontract Performance shall be construed
to mean August 31, 1979, the end of performance date for Modification
No. 2 to this contract.
f. Article XV, Options, is deleted.
g. Article XIV is amended to (1) Incorporate Modification Nat to Basic
Amt NAS11-680(B), dates April 29, 1980, herein.
(2) Delete Clause A.5, Utilization of Small Business and Small
Disadvantaged Business canc erns, (Sept. 1979) (1,707- 3 (a)) , and substi-
tute in its stead, Utilization of Small Business Concerns and Small
Business Concerns Owned and Controlled by Socially and Econarucally
Disadvantaged Individuals,(June 1980) (1.707-3(a)).
(3) Amend Clause A.6-3, Acquisition of Existing Government Bquip-
merat, by changing the Sate thereof to March 1980.
(4) Amend Clause A.12, Disputes,by Banging the date thereof to
June 1980.
4'
T
r$i v
Amendment of Solicitation /Modification of Contract	 Page 3 of 3
Modification No. 6 to NASN-3087
Block :2 Continued
r:	 (5) &end Clause C.29, nllmnblle Cost, Fixed Fee and PMMent, by
_	 cbaniging the date thereof to Mery 1980.
(6) Add Clause C.3, Ltat3on of Liability - Service Contract.
(7) Add Clause C.20, Limitatian on Withholding of Payments .
Y
(8) Add Clause C.28, stop Work Cdr.
(9) Add Clause C. 31, Limitation of Government ' s Obligation.
h. The Schedule and all references thereof are 	 to add the
r
i^loa►ing:
"Article XV Limitation of Goverment's OblismMan
Pursuant to the Clause . of this contract, entitled, Limitation of
Gofv+ermmt's Cbligation , funds in the amcxmt of $120 , 000 are
hereby aV atted for the Per	 of this contract for the
period Ja^msary 1, 1981 thrmug	 a beSept 	30, i9oi:
moor-,
OPICI IAL PAGE fn,
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TRW 31219.003/4
1780.5.80-6550
1 D6cember 1980
®RI aINaL FAQ GU
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NASA Headquarters
Contracts & Grants Division
300 - 7th Street, S.W., Room 723
Washington, DC 20546
Attention:	 Mr. Don Andreotta, Code HWC-2
Subject:	 NASA Contract NASW-3087
Proposals 31219.003 and 31219.004
Ongoing Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies
in Magnetospheric Physics
As indicated in my telephone call to you of 26 November 1980, TRW requests
the
	 • r • _ s _
	 the	 L _ _ -t	
I-
	
• .^ 1 L - L A.L.-
that tin  modification resul7 ting from t  5iiojecti prupubals pru'viuc unau wIC
due date for the final report be changed to the end date of the added work.
TRW INC.
DEFENSE & SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP
W. G. Sanders
Contract Administrator
Applied Technology Division
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1W. G. Sanders
CONTRACT AOMINISTRATOR
CONTRACTSMANAGER
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t DISTRIBUTION:
STANOARD DISTRIBUTION LIST 0-1 PLUS THE FOLLOWING
NAME BLDG./MAIL STA.
F. L. Scarf 81/1176	 M. Wong
M. L. Calhoun 81/1086	 R1/2104
Friichtenicht 81/1096
. Staudhammer R1/1096
P. R. Gentile El/4048
H. D. Wilkinson El/5052
D. A. Edwards R1/1120
A. K. Williams R1/2104
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mow9w 	 31219
CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION	 J56 NUM® R
3372 96 97 3467 76 347
Me BATE	 CONTRACT NO 5079-7
15 OCT 80	 ]REVISION NO. 8	 PAGE ^_ OF --J- NASW3087•
Ij A; s FOR i UAN E	 CONTRACT TITLE Ongoing Data Reduction, Theo eMemorandum from AFPRO/TRW dtd 9 OCT 80	 l ical Studios_ & Sunoertina Research in
This revision is issued to siodify or! , the following block numbrs of the CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION: Magnetospheric Physids
The Administrative Contracting Officer is changed to Sandra N. Rickman/TOM/RPE,
AFPRO/TRW/TM
One Space Park
Redondo Beach CA 90278
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AF PL ANT RE PRESENTAT IVE OOCT 66) A 6 CONTRACT MGT Div IACSC)
TRW DEFeHSE AND SPACE SYS7EVS GROUP
3	 ^ ONE SPACE PARK. REDONDO BEACH. CALIiORNIA 90276
t `..PL f 70
	 9 Oct 80i	 •TTN OF TM
100JECT:	 Assignment of Administrative Contracting Officer
To	 TMD/RPE/Sandra N. Rickman
1. Pursuant to the agreement between National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and Department of Defense,-dated 18 June 1969, and
NASA Letter of Delegation, dated , 25 June 1980	 . from NASA
Contracting Officer, you are hereby assigned as Administrative
Contracting Officer for the following Contract:
Contract Number
.
 NASW.-3087
Contractor:	 B	 TRW Defense and Space Systems e.:,oup
One Space'Park
Redondo Beach CA 90278
tffice of Administration:
	
AFPRO/TRW/TM
•	 One Space Park
Redondo Beach CA 90278
2. This assignment is limited to the performance of those field
administration support functions set fgrth in referenced )^* +Pr of
Delegation. Functions not specified in referenced letter are reserved
':ASA Administrative Contracting Officer.
CHARLES G. WORTHINGT9, Lt Col, USAF	 Cy to: DCAA
Principal Administrative Contracting Officer 	 Buying Office
Contractor
Contract File
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CONTRACT AUTHORIZATIO N 	JOB NUMBER	 --
3372-96, 97, 3467-76, 3473-58
ATE	 CONTRACT NO.	 _
3 OCT 80	 REVISION NO.	 ,	 JPAGE _L of ^ NASW-3087
IS FOR ISSUANCE	 CONTRACT TITLE Ongoing Data Reduction, Theor
Amendment No. 5	 lical Studies & Supporting Research in
'his revision is issued to modify only the following block numb e rs of ties CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION: Magnetospheric Physic!
(11) Period of Performance is extended to 31 December 1980.
it
DELIVERABLES:
Quarterly Progress Report
Final Report
Repro + 7
Repro + 7
10-15-80
12-31-80
OF POOR QUALITY
DISTRIBUTION:I
STANDARD DISTRIBUTION LIST 0-1 PLUS THE FOLLOWING
NAME BLDG./MAIL STA.
F. L. Scarf RI /1176
N. L. Calhoun 81/1086
. Friicht^nicht 81/1096
'.. Staudht mer R1 /1096
P. R. Gentile E1/4048
H. D. Wilkinson El/5052
D. A. Edwards R1/1120
A. K. Williams 81/2104
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1
AMENDMENT OF SOI.ICITATIowmODIFICATION OF CONTRACT ^
1NO. V110C. REST. (41 4	 1-1 b.101
1. RMENOMbiTIMM04AIION NO. 2. VFECM DATE 2. lEOflalf10N/FLIRCI4ASE REQUEST NO. 4. MIOso 440. f 1j awkdble)
Five	 5 9-30-80
IHWC-2
D-04554
4 3. ISSUED By	 CODE 6. ArDM 11STEM SY (if 06er Airs block S)
	
CODE
NASA Headquarters AFPRO TRW
Contracts & Grants Division One Space Park
Washington, DC
	
20546 Redondo Beach, CA	 90278
Attention: Donald J. Andreotta
7. CONTitACTOR	 CODE	 FACILITY CODE R.
NAME MID ADDRESS AMENDMENT OF
q SOLICITATION IYO. r
TRW, Inc. DATED	 (See blurb 9)
( ►*^/• ups • 	 Defense Space Systems Group
axd ZIP	 Onee Space Park ®cMODIFICATION	 R „o , 	W-3087
Redondo Beach, CA
	
90278
DATED 7-1-77	 (Her block I/J
9 THIS KOCK APOUES ONLY TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS
T!s y'- • - ^t'—eCwJ sue+	 '^'in+ it .r..prl.rh n. W* Iorth ill !tech 12.	 TAM hour and doe specified for "trial of ONue I 	 t be -	 -  rl Meat aateaded.
'	 Offeror ewe adne-Iadw receipt of this weaed-1 PAW w the hew cad dt to specified in tb *didwtien, or s swndad, by one of No feNo rirg snothads%
(a)'Ry epning and	 of this weuhdwW; (b) R1r ochno-ledorg receipt of 0-1 emondoment on each copy of " offer suboOtnad i or (c) By &operate letter er sologroen
-h.ch iecludas o rahreace w thM selicrwtien end awadmem auohbem FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOVAEDGEMENT TO BE RECEIVED AT THE ISSUING OFFICE PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND
DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. 	 N, by wwwo of this awAndmuo you desire to chanp on Offer air*** subOeitted, such change nay be wade by lebgram
Or Isow, provided such m;agram or stter Osaka* reference w the 1olicitetion wed this amen,11004 1111, and i1 received prior to the epan :ap how oed doe specified.
10 ACCOUNTING APO APPROPMATION DATA (If regx;;7)
No Cost Extension
11. Tests K= AMU ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/01DERS
fat q u., awns, order is dared pursuem w
The Changes  set forth in bled 12 we s ada to the above raerhb.red cow rroc/order.
(b) q The abo s nuwlswred emrareaterder is ere And to reflect the edmiaa^nr charges (such as changes in paying office. 	 daft. Nc.) set forth in block 12.
t parties.(q EX] Th is Suppf.,ftl Ag,...W is a WW into pursuant to avMairy, of —_-e mutual agreement of  
it a"fss the above numbered contract as to forth in block 12.
12. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT /MODIFICATK)N
Whereas, the Government has a requirement for extended services of TRW, Inc., to
continue Ongoing Data Reduetion, Theoretical Studies and Supporting Research in
Magnetospheric Physics; and
Whereas, the Contractor has agreed to continue research and analysis during the
period September 30, 1980 through December 31, 1980;
Now, tinerefore, in consideration thereof, Articles II and III are amended to change,
"September 30, 1980", to, "December 31, 1980", therein.
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INTMOPWICE CCWRE/f1IONDENCE
To.	 F. L. Scarf	 CC:	 DATE: 11 September 1980
." ovwleozeoAdl
suujv=: SN 31219,003	 rutom: W. G. Sanders
Ongoing Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies And
	 BLDG. RI WAIL STA. 2004 V.XT.63837
Supporting Research In Magnetospheric Physics
> I have been talking to Dr. Roger Williamson, whose name you gave me,
to trace through the PR for the FY 81 procurement. It turns out that nothing
has been done yet. Don Andreotta received our proposal a couple of months
ago and sent copies to Wiskerchen, but Wiskerchen never got them, so nothing
has been done. Dr. Williamson will put his hand on a copy of our proposal
tomorrow and will get the process started. He holds little hope that the
PR will reach Andreotta in time to conclude negotiations by 30 September 80.
Andreotta is going on a business trip on 22 September and will be on vacation
in the subsequent two weeks. Dr. Williamson and I agreed to touch base again
on Monday, 15 September,to review status. Williamson is now thinking in
terms of contracting for two years since last year's review was good for
three years. Our proposal for the second and third years will reach them
about 17 September since the signoff cannot be completed this week.
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` M. L. Calhoun 81/1086
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CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION	 JO B NUMBER
3372-96, 97, 3467-76, 3473-58
UE DATE	 CONTRACT  NO.
26 June 1980	 ]REVISION NO. 6- PAGE 'L_ OF --L NASW-3087
BASIS FOR ISS UANCE	 _	 CONTRACT TITLE ngol ng Data a uc ,ion,	 eor
Amendment No. 3	 ical Studies, & Supporting Research in
This revision is issued to modify only the following block numbers of the CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION: Magnetospherl chys
(11) The period of performance is extended to 30 SEP 80.
(14) (15) (16) Cost, TRW ;hare, Total:
Previous Totals
Total Cost:
	 $199,980
Total TRW Share:
	 (1,980)
Total	 $198,OOU
This Amend.	 New Totals
	$121,212
	
$321,192
1,212)
	
3,192)
	
120,000
	
318,000
Reporting Requirements: FINAL REPORT - due 30 SEP 80
ARTICLE XIV is amended to incorporate all changes to Basic Agreement
NASII-305 (B), dated April 23, 1976 and modifications, thereto, as incorporated
in this contract, contained in Basic Agreement NAS11-680 (B), and Modification
No. 1, thereto, dated August 7, 1979 and February 12, 1980, respectively.
Additionally, Clause A-28, Inspection and Correction of Defects (April 1975),
is deleted and Clause C-34-1, Inspection (Sept. 1962) (Short Form), is substituted
in its stead.
Proposal for fourth year of contract - due 30 MAY 80.
TRW
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Distribution cATE:	 26 June 1980
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44--4,
su..i¢cT: SN 31219 . 000 FROM:	 W. G. Sanders
Contract NASW3087 OLDG	 Rl MAIL STA. 2004	 EXT.63837
Our customer has extended the period of performance of the subject contract,
so the enclosed Close-out Request is cancelled. 5
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Classified Material Control
Contract Accounting
Contract Close-Administrator
General Counsel
Patents Counsel
Project Manager
Procurement Close-out Coordinator
Property Management OFfice
Resident DCASR Office
Contracts Communication Center
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DATE fiEt M D MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF TOUR OFFER. If, by -own of ON" *armload to dwwe Is darlp an eRer slre"y arIm.0". wch Chan ®s wet be wep bT 1816 9 a.
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10. ACCQtIV4VdG AND ArlROIRJATION DATA (If Wvord)
B/A
I1. TNS @LO= AM= Ovey TO A60001CATICIP4 OF CONTRACWC=Eft
'sl Q owe chonys Order a isswed srws-ow me
%a Groyne we 6wse w Ws! 12 we wde sr dO whom wwrawsd MIN80/61der.
{bl JZ	 veThe abo nw %bersd cwPn twder is ne6fi	 sed sw tenet On ad owswe"" dryN ("Oh IN ChwwRes w per" s6R® 	p, appeaortme dos, sea) set #oft on block 12.
W 12 Ttrs Sawwrebl Ahrevoeww n eweered ewe psrwswf a owsweft sf
fr AWSSIAns std abs" nwwearsd comrass os so form m block 12.
2. DES429IT10N OF AMEP006ENT/46000CATION
This supplemental agreement is issued to ebange the procurement request number from
10-23565 (mod 3) to 10-3655®
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- • .wk iteadgsartert	 , .	 TRW
;,-tracts b Crants	 ision ^ 	 One S pace Park
•as _i1lYton I If. C.	 20546	 -	 Redondo Reach, CA	 90278
Attention: Mr. Donal ^J. Andreotta
f. . W CACiOR	 COVE	 tACl1J7'1' Wt)i I
4"PAr AND ADWESS	 AMENDMENT OF
•TRW,	
SOMr►ATTON Ffri.
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rarra.,. ^.
Defenbt. Space Systems Group	 DATED	 "---(s" 9)
le.tt,T, e^rtr.	 One Space dark	 MotN"ICATIOFI OF
end tip	 Redondo BeacL, CA 90278
	
cow"clioRtafR Flo. NASW-3087
Coda	 ^ _	 ^	 .
LpaTEa 7-1-77	 —(See mark 18) 1
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qw),. cf- w odes • refers-ce ro the eoliseed o• and wowndet00e atwbers. FAILURE OF tOUII ACeNOwtEDOEMFNt TO Of RICEIM AT THE ISSUING OFFICE MOB TO THE MOVIt AND
DATr S' : CUIED MAY if SU'J IN 2EU0FION Of TOUR OFfEt N. bT -.,tw of I" S-ved—w ,e,. dea.e I. ek"o a- e tter •hoed, sub-witted. wrh thongs oyF be tMd1 b>r istoo em
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ID. AQCQ: 1:246 AND AMOMATION &A.tA //,( regain3)
Ri.J(7S') 809/00108
	 170-36-55-18-10($50,000.00)	 cost-$120,000.00
385-341-01-19-10($70,00(1.00)	 No Fee /Cost Sllare-$1,212.00
11. TM b;.= ANFM 004Y TO MODW. nONS OF COMRACTS/01MUS 	 F
{e)	 TAM c.wee [Lder r1 .,,yd m0,us.e b
Tb Ourtpt tot ro,a is bloc 13 we w.ud• ft On 460w wn.ibeeed twdtod/eink,
`.'	 Tb0 ab0.0 ownbemd cow-acro rd+r .s - od.ROd on teR•d ow ed•. r+nt.or-ii •han0.. 0-6 e. t kw de..- p..,eg •11..0. ap0,001stww dote. 010 at foHf. in bleed 1
t;	 Tb.t Swooen.onal Agreert ►ew Is ea►em into *,.rrNtwe tla oud.w.97 of	 10 i	 ('	 21 3 04 (a)(11)
••od.fias the obo-t t...-btradJaettod as Nt feeib is black 1
t] Dl:!vaON OF AAtN0WNt104O0OlCA1IOti 	 -
T:;,- p,lrpose of this HodiFicat.ion is to coot iwic rs-.--catch t.tidt • r contract :'ASW-30F7; to amend
t i ts :.tatement of Work; to increase Llic vstimattd cost; Er. extend the period of performance;
to rt vise the reporting requirements for tl ► (' . t it-al rt• rol ! ; arni to restate the contract in
;;ccerdar. et wi , ,) c;rrrent NASA Proc; . rement Keg latitw..
a. ":-'iClc I is amended to odd the followin
"During the period of performance 	 specifi - d for	 Modification No.	 I	 f
t: this
	 contract,
	
the	 contractor	 shall	 cofltiuue on going data re-
cucti-on,
	 theoretical
	 studies	 and	 surrortitir research	 in magnetosphe.ic
pl."'sics,
	 as	 more	 particularly
	
described	 its the	 contractors	 proposal
:.c.	 35115.000, -t end revision r 1,
	
thereto, dates! August 1979 and April 11, 	 1960,
respectfully, both of which are incorporated ligroin by reference.
iesks
	 shall
	 include,	 but	 not	 be	 limited	 to: (SEE	 FOLLO 'W'ING PAGES)
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a
a. i-ORUSHOCK i- Define and study t h e lart°. e scale structure of the
foreshock and its dynanic hrhAvinr, usir.l: field, particle and
Plasma stave data from IMP 7, S and ISLE A, B. Data from Pioneer
Venus and.yovager 1, 2 will be useO to stud y the regions upstream
fron Venus and Jupiter in . order to annlfze different kinds of
foreshock phenomena,
b. INTERPLANETARY TRANSIENTS - Conduct lonp baseline studies of travel-
ing interplanetary phenomena using, field, particle and plasma wave
datr. from Pioneer Venus, ISFY A, 11, C, IMP 7, K and Vovatier 1, 2.
i
r.	 V%V r - PARTICLE AND 17AV1'. - l:,.t'}: 7 T, '!1:1;„(:7'}c,p;5 - SeArch current
observational data base for examples. (if wave-vave interaction
phenonena. Conduct theoretical studies to determine if these
represent true mode coupling phenomena.
C.	 ! L1.!,ET:. i•:Y MAC' ; FTOSP11FRFS - Condut t detailed comparative stud:e^
of
	
production and propagr.t ion p aths through the iono-
srhere and magnetospheres of tl' r p 1 stir is .
c	 rESFARCF ON SENSOR AND SPACECRAFT - inv - stirate the in-fli ght I-e-
havior of wave sensor s on spacecrai t; r.n.d pro b lems related to
spin nodulated sulrr array noise dctrcLed at lnty freaue nr-ies withtlectr'.i` anter.itas.
:	 L..	 .	 S	 aa:.,..a r:.	 t.	 .: 1 ' .!	 Lt!('
T. c. l - `-i:	 tti be	 °erfc^rnee	 un,:c, r	 t1.:.	 r.,•.11	 ; l.ttitill	 :i!..l}1	 !.r.test;_.:;...
r. ;a:ter t..; n, Soptt.r.5cr 30, 39,';J.
;:.. IC',
	 is a::.e::drL to add the is
" T! c 1- i,lt1 report for t I tf, work LC' l,r	 rrft ` t v-,- dl tintier t hI ,- i 1di ficrt'.c`n
r	 c:zr live: e	 tl,	 Ia - N- L -­, . '. 't St” LL' 1,t . 3v, I l; ;U.
.	 ..i..
	
t	 C	 n .` C	 (.°t.	 t'^:	 Cii it t.	 :I.S	 L 1.l	 L 0L	 ('O:- .	 C^	 ^•tar^ . ^.. .^/	 ^.	 1 ,-	 'v.
'.c r
	 lii: con tract and t o te t. :r.l e:. ti 1: ::t et: Co;1 to t}:e: Gcvcrn-:r-'
^t r 	^^QG,4XO rl:la} ;19`000 LC	 .ii i"J, 1'^^ iltltl $il yj ,() lly , TrFi jCri'^.
Tde w 	 to be perforned under this r. t , 	 f t r a t i o n s hi-i	 not be St: 'e c..
t- L ,e pi v i sion s .:nd operaLions 01	 i% 'I !1; 1.1' ,.) 1 , P.: L:.1 !:, tat-.d:.y,
t,E: _ 'r the article to the con Lr:.rN	 eieritn ce.; ill t'te arr:cIe
t0 a contract exrirrtion date anc' CO;:')Iriitill U: CO)ltra C t nerfnr=rnce
shall be construed to mean August 31
	
1`.'79, the end o: p er: orr-anc:
dP. .r "cr
	 :1if,catIc:. ;gin.	 2 to t}...,	 ttt; r,.	 .
T y r Scl-_ ed-,:le and all rx•f.!rences titers Lei is :Tne ,ded to ads tl : e :c-`: -w.`n.
WI ART ICLE XV OTTIONF.
Government Option to Extend the Teri % i f stir Contract for the Four ane
Fifth Tears of Performance.
'
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t	 ;	 OF POOR QUALITY
The perio	 f performance of this contract ma y be extended at the
f	 G	 f	 t	 ti	 rinds	 rovidedoption o , he overrtwent or wo one }ear op on pe 	 Y p
that the &tntracting Officer shall have given preliminary notice
ef^the Go rnment's intention to extend at least sixty (60) calendar
days prioto the expiration of this contract. (S-3ch preliminary
notice shall not be -deemed to commit the Government to the exercise
of any option).
Not later
i
han 120 calendar days prior to the expiration of the
performance period, the contractor Khnll submit a cost proposal
for the opii6n period under consideration.
In the eveat the parties cannot agree to an estimated - cost the
Governmentamav direct the contractor to continue performance
under the ontract and the failure to agree shall be considered,
a dispute s defined under the Clnuse entitled "Disputes" of
the Gener ^ Provisions."
ARTICLE iii is amended to incorporate all changes to Basic Agreement
NAS11-305 A(B), dated April 23, 1976 and modifications, thereto, as
incorporated into this contract, contained in Basic Agreement NAS11-
l,An (R)_ ..pt Modifiratirn Wo, 1_ thereto, ; dated August 7, 1979 and February
12, 1980, respectively. Addionally, Clause A-28, Inspection and Correction of
Defects(April 1975), is deleted and Clat,st • C-34-1, Inspection(Sept. 1962)(Short
Form), is eAstitLted in its stead.
F:
1xt
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IN*ZROMCIE CORRESRONDMWCE
NIPe	 ec . C. Bolin	 a.►TE 25 April 1980TO:
F. Scarf	 J
J. Friichtenicht
P. Staudhammer
L. Calhoun
8„0,EcT: SN 36115.000111	 H. Wilkinson	 FRam: W. G. Sanders
Memorandum of Negotiations	 .LOG	 Rl MAIL STA. 2004 EXT. 63837
Ongoing Data Reduction, Theoretical Studies, and
Sunnnrtinn Rncparrh in Ida netncnhpri^r PhvCirc
This negotiation was conducted by telephone with Don -Andreotta of NASA/HQ
on 23 April 1980.
This proposal was submitted on a cost sharing basis as an add-on to contract
NASW-3087 (SN 31219). The negotiation is summarized as follows:
Total Estimated Cost	 $121,212
Ccst Share	 1,212)
NASA Cost Share	 120,000
So that we could receive all of NASA': $120,000 of funding and leave room
J	 J	 J__ fi 1. A	 J^J	 i^^ A.L	 T	 44w^for reducti ons due to DXCAA reconinended rates, {.Ile proposal   was sub i 6 ed
for a slightly larger amount:
'	 Base	 Total	 TRW Cost
Cost	 ICOM	 Cost	 Share	 Percent
Proposed/	 $120,120	 $2,297	 $122,417	 ($1,224)	 (1.0%)
Adjusted
Negotiated	 118,908	 2,304	 121,212	 ( 1,2'i;	 (1.000)
Yield	 99.0%	 99.0%
ICOM included in total cost = $2,304
ICOM as a percent of base cost = 1.9%
The resulting contract modification (#3) will state that the level-of-effort
clause will not be applicable to the negotiated work.
The basic agreement will be updated from NAS11-305(B) to NAS11-680(6). The
same "A" and "C" clauses will be applicable except that A.28 (Inspection and
Correction of Defects) will be deleted and C.34-1 (Inspection - Short Form)
will be added. The Statement of Werk will be paraphrased into five tasks.
The start date will be the date of the PCO's signature, unless Don can get
permission for an earlier start date. The end date will be 30 September 1980.
VSTEq4S 0180 NEV. •76
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TRW 36115.000R1
1780.6.80-6190
11 April 1980
NASA Headquarters
Contracts & Grants Division, Code HWC-2
300 - 7th Street, S. W.
Room 723
Washington, D. C. 20546
Attention:	 Mr. D. Andreotta
Subject:	 Proposal No. 36115.000RI
A Proposal for Ongoing Data Reduction,
Theoretical Studies, and Supporting
Research in Magnetospheric Physics
Enclosed is updated pricing for the subject proposal as discussed by
telephone between you and Mr. Sanders of'TRW on 8 April 1980. It is proposed
that this work be added to Contract NASW-3087. We propose that this work
^ot be subject to a level-of-effort provision. We understand that Dr. Wisker-
chen agrees to this. Except for revised pricing and level-of-effort, our
proposal is the same as previously submitted.
This, proposal is submitted on a cost sharing basis and is open to acceptance
for a period of sixty days from the date of this letter. No changes to the
terms and conditions are proposed except those noted above.
Please address all official correspondence pertaining to this requirement
to the attention of our Contracts Administrator, Mr. W. G. Sanders, who
has been authorized to represent the Company fov this program. Mr. Sanders
may be reached by telephone 213/536-3837, or through Mail Station R1/2004.
TRW INC.
DEFENSE & SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP
H. D. Wilkinson
Division Manager of Contracts
Applied Technology Division
HOW:bc
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NOTE:
"This document contains commercial or financial
information, or trade secrets, of TRW Inc., which are
confidentia l, and exempt from disclosure to the public
under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552
(b) (4), and unlawful disclosure thereof is a
violation of the Trade Secrets Act., 18 U.S.C. 1905.
Public disclosure of any such information or trade
secrets shall not be -na?-? without the prior written
permission of TRW Inc."j
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COST ESTIMATE
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ENGINEERING LABOR RATE HOURS f34OUNT	 :. TOTAL
E^gineering B 21.05 452 $ 9,.515
tngineering C 17.40 452 7,865
Technicians 9.20 2240 20,608
Clerical & Support 6.70 266 1.782
TOTAL ENGINEERING LABOR
	
$39,770
TOTAL ENGINEERING OVERHEAD
	
59,655
OTHER DIRECT COSTS RATE QTY AMOUNT
Technical Services:
Vu-Graphs 5.02 20 $	 100
Xerox, pages .055 3,927 216
Computing Services:
316
Processor Units 235 7 1,645
Peripheral .Units 85 1.1 94
Remote Terminal, hrs. 10.50 100 1,050
. _ 2,789
Travel:
L.A./Wash.,
	 D.C.
Air Fare, trips 612 5 3,060
Subsistence, days 79 10 790
Travel Requests, each 12.50 5 63
L.A./San Francisco, CA.
Air Fare, trips 96 1 96
Subsistence 79 4 316
Travel Requests, each 12.50 1 13
4,338
•TOTAL OTHER DIRECT COSTS
COST BEFORE G & A
G & A EXPENSE
SUBTOTAL
COST OF MONEY
TOTAL ESTIM,ATE_ID COST
TRW COST SHARE
TOTAL COST LESS TRW COST SHARE
7,773
$106,868
13,252
$120,120
2,297
$122,417
(1,224)
$121,193
• 3.	 ow or mscloO;j re of pr0D6Oal data •O OLMOCt tO
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These notes are included to provide a definition of each bidding category.
The following list includes the major bidding categories, however, all mayf.	
not be applicable to this proposal.
'	 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACTING
OFFICER (ACO)	 RESIDENT AUDITOR
r,
0 AFPRO-TRW	 DCAA Resident Office
`	 Chief, Contract Administration Div.	 TRW Inc., Defense and Space
s	 TRW Inc., Defense and Space Systems	 Systems Group
Group	 One Space Park
One Space Park	 Redondo Beach, California 90278
k	 Redondo Beach, California 90278
TRW Inc., Defense and Space Systems Group believes that its current cost
accounting practices used in estimating costs in pricing this proposal
are consistent with the cost accounting practices disclosed in its submitted
Cost Accounting Standards Board Disclosure Statements and revisions thereto.
Additional Disclosure Statements or revisions may be in preparation and
notification and submittal will be accomplished pursuant to ASPR 3-1205(b).
The data contained in this cost proposal has been prepared by C. W. Bolin,
ATD Pricing Operations, TRW Inc., Defense and Space Systems Group, One
Space Park, Redondo Beach, California 90278.
BIDDING CATEGORIES
TRW Inc., Defense and Space Systems Group operates under a policy of ACO
bidding rate approval, subject to periodic review. The above Resid-_nt
ACO normally reviews for approval those Compar , i established bidding rates
for use in pricing contract proposals to the GG,ernment that are identi-
fied with an asterisk. The code numbers listed within the [parentheses
identify the account number used to accumulate the respective costs in the
Company accounting cvstem.
BIDDING CATEGORIES	 ESTIMATING BASIS
Direct
Direct Labor*
Travel /Subsist3nce*
Consultants
Material
Major Procurements
Customer Plant Equipment
Technical Services ( Graphics Prod.)
Configuration Adm. b Data Mgmt.*
Computing Services*
Overtime Premium
Ind.i rect
verhead*
Procurement*
-General b Administrative
Cost of Money Factors
Direct Labor Hours
Trip/Days
Days
Material Item Cost
Labor or Material Procurement
Equipment Item Cost
Service Request
Service Request
Service Hours/Units
Direct Labor Hours
Direct Labor Dollars
Direct Procurement Dollars
Total Cost Prior to G b A
Applied to the same bases as are
used to allocate Indirect-Expenses
4.
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DIRECT LABOR
Direct labor costs are identifiable directly to a specific contract
or project. The direct labor rates are developed by labor category,
as identified and shown in this proposal, from historical data and the
evaluation of industry wage and salary patterns, labor market
conditions, and other relevant factors.
Direct labor bidding rates are subject to review and formal approval
by the cognizant Resident Administrative Contracting Officer (Chief,
Contract Administration Division). The actual direct labor rates are
continually under review by TRW and the ACO. When a significant
variance between the actual rates and the bidding rates or a change
in the conditions upon which the bidding rates were based is identified,
TRW or the ACO may.request a revision of the direct labor bidding rates.
The proposed work will be accomplished during calender year 1980.
The direct labor hours proposed are from detailed subtask estimates
provided by the functional organizations responsible for the performance
of specific tasks; These. estimates have been reviewed and analyzed .
and are the basis for the proposed labor.
The direct labor rates applied in this proposal are for the calendar
year(s)1980.
On the following page are the Labor Category descriptions for the
proposed project.
6. US* or aisclosufe o f proposal os :s is subject to
the rest riction on tnf Title pep! of '., is Proposal.
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.	 LABOR CATEGORY DESCRIPTION
Engineering B (1006) Top engineering and scientific personnel who
are responsible for planning, organizing, and directing engineering
programs and activities of outstanding importance.
Engineering C (1000) Senior engineering and scientific personnel
whose duties and responsibilities require creativity, engineering
Judgment in solving Unusual and complex engineering problems, determin-
ing program objectives and requrements, and developing standards and
guides for diverse engineering and scientific activities.
Technicians ( 06) Non-exempt technical job cclass i f icativns involving
technical support of laboratory design, development, and test activities.
Typical classifications are ,Electronic and Mechanical Technician, Lab-
oratory Analyst and Research Assistant.
Clerical & Administrative Support (103) Non-exempt job classifications
involving the performance of clerical and administrative duties.
ri
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INDIRECT EXPENSE RATES
Indirect expenses are incurred for the common benefits -af all contracts
and are not identifiable to a specific contract. A multiple burden pool
system is employed for the collection and distribution of indirect ex-
penses. The use of multiple burden pools recognizes that certain
functional and organizational acfvities contribute to the performance
of a contract in different ways.and degrees depending upon the type of
work or services they perform, and the pools are designed to accomplish
the most equitable distribution of expenses.
Overhead consists of costs incurred by organizations involved in the day-
to-day support of operat i ng tasks necessary for fulfillment of all con-
tracts and includes ML,',,gement support, payroll expenses, communications
costs, etc. Expenditures for overhead tasks are charged to one of the
burden pools of the multiple burden pool system. Distribution of the
pools to contracts is based on direct labor dollars.
Procurement consists, of all those indirect expenses generated by cost
centers involved in purchasing, subcontracting, receiving, etc., of
procurements. A rate is developed by dividing the total procurement
pool costs by the total dollar value of procurements. The base for the
application of the procurement rate is the dollar value of the pro-
curements that are charged direct to the project.
General and Administrative (G & A) consists of ex,-,enditures for those
functions which are identified with the overall management and sustenance
of TRW Systems Group. The G & A rate is developed by dividing the G & A
pool expenses by the cost of sales. The base for the application of
the G & A rate to the project is the total cost of the project including
all applicable direct and indirect costs.
Cost of Money consists of imputed interest costs determined by applying
a cost of money rate to facilities capital employed in support of Company
contracts. The base for the application of each cost of money factor used
in this proposal is the same base as is used in applying the respective
Overhead, Procurement or G&A burden rates.
0
• We or disclosure of pr000sal data is suo ►oct to
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Proposal No. 36115.00081
CONTRACT FACILITIES CAPITAL AND COST OF /HONEY
CONTRACTOR:	 TRW Inc., Defense and Space Systens Group	 RFP/CONTRACT PION NO.	 Y{
OUSINESS UNIT:	 DSSG - Applied Technology. Division
ADDRESS:	 One Space Park, Redondo Beach, California 90278	 PERFORMANCE PERIOD	 j
9. CONTRACT
1. OVERHEAD POOL$ 	 ACCOUNTING
	
OVERHEAD
	 FACILITIES CAPITAL COSY OF MONEY
PERIOD	 ALLOCATIONBASE
	
4.FACTORS
	 S.AMOUNT
ENGINEERING LABOR	 1980	 39,776
980	 106.868	 .002439	 Z51
•. CONTRACT FACILITIES CAPITAL COST OF MONEY	 2,297
Y. FACILITIES CAPITAL COST OF MONEY RATE
	 7 .7875%
	 1 G . 25/0
a. CONTRACT FAC I LITIrS CAPITAL CUPLOYED	 22, 4 1 0
	 •'`
M76. 8 61	
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